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Abstract

The analysis of the supply chain management processes of small to medium
enterprises is known to be complicated by the factors dependent on the
organization-related problems, in particular the mis-keeping of records, myopic
managerial approaches of SMEs decision-makers, and a lack of long-term focus for
business operations As such, small to medium enterprise companies in the
publishing field are supposed to experience gradual recession due to the
continuously decreasing demand on print products. Nevertheless, the top
management of the majority of SMEs in this business sector do not seem to be
bothered by the inevitable decline they are facing in the nearest future.
Therefore, this study aims to discover the vital solutions for an SME balancing
between business life and death and implying the package of never-workedthough struggles, either business-, supply chain-, or even managerial psychologyoriented. The study utilizes various complex combinations of methodological
approaches in order to identify not only the bottlenecks and the singular struggles,
but also the overall patterns a typical SME tends to unconsciously follow. In
addition to the theoretical problem-solving techniques successfully applied for
identification of root causes, a case study with a real SME in the publishing field
was conducted and the theoretically elaborated solution was implemented in real
life.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background
Logistics plays an important role in the financial structure of small-to-medium
companies (SMEs). Therefore, the significance of supply chain management activities
in such companies cannot be underestimated, as the incorrect distribution of
companies’ resources can lead to dramatic consequences starting from serious
financial difficulties and finishing at bankruptcy and termination of a company.
According to Starkova, Rsun, and Uspensky (2014, 4), logistics is still in the phase of
genesis in Russia lacking high class professionals with various backgrounds capable of
building the fully functional supply chain inside of a company. As the world still
required business to enter the market and compete for the customers, a number of
CEOs neglect the vital necessity of constructing a proper supply chain from the very
birth of a company leaving it as a side activity for the potential improvement.
Apparently, such companies begin to face difficulties of distinctive kinds from the
very start of their business operations. They could search for the financial drains in
the inadequate fields of their business, for instance, via analyzing their competitive
advantage activities multiple times, ordering audits of their companies, aiming at
reducing all kind of irrelevant expenses and searching for the miraculous financial
gap, which prevent them from heading the industry.
They might search for it in raw materials purchasing contracts, marketing and sales
departments; they might put much efforts to educate the staff in order to achieve
greater results which is definitely paying off in the future. However, a massive
number of small-to-medium enterprises in Russia are still missing the first steps of
production process which are the stages of supply chain management, especially if
the root cause of financial losses is left unnoticed in the procurement and purchasing
processes.
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As the logistics industry in Russia lacking highly skilled professionals capable of
defining and improving these companies’ operation failures, more and more
businesses produce comparatively small profits or even go bankrupted because of
the inadequate and inefficient top-management and the longing to reach the level of
the European competitors without proper preparatory activities. (Starkova, Rsun, &
Uspensky 2014, 4)

1.2 Motivation for the research
Having experience working in a typical small-to-medium enterprise company in
Russia, neglection of the analysis of the whole supply chain was discovered and later
proved to be a special feature of many SMEs. Instead, companies define and actively
work on the minor insignificant issues which should be improved on a permanent
basis according to the continuous improvement model developed by W. Edwards
Deming.
Due to that this fact, the head of the department of NSyO was addressed with the
proposal of conducting a research study in order to define the so-called bottlenecks
which limit the company from better business performance. As a result of the study,
an action plan will be provided which will including the stages of improvement for
the company’s supply chain, which could potentially be implemented, if the
company’s management finds it crucial.

1.3 Building the research questions
There is a multitude of aspects which should be considered in the company’s case
starting from learning about the company’s business processes and supply chain
activities and finishing at the limitations, both financial and bias based. However,
from what was learned during my practical training at the company, it became clear
that there was a vital need to focus on the procurement processes of the company at
first.
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During the practical training in NSyO, certain issues were discovered which obviously
put a strain into those processes. The example of that could be unsorted purchasing
contracts which are not kept safely on a hard-drive or in any special software.
Besides that, other significant flaws of the supply chain process structure could be
defined, but the initial work should be concentrated on the analysis, description,
structuration and enhancement of the company’s procurement and purchasing
activities.
Based on this, the main research question were built as following:
How to improve the supply chain in SMEs without creating a fiscal gap in a
company’s budget?
The supplementary research questions would include analyzing and creating the
adequate solutions, which could be beneficial for the company and may be
successfully implemented into their operating process.
Additional research question 1: What are the difficulties SMEs are facing when
improving their supply chain activities?
Objectives: There will be a research provided on the distinctive types of obstacles the
companies face, and the possible solutions applicable for the company will be
developed.
Additional research question 2: How to audit the supply management system to
keep it highly efficient in SMEs?
Objectives: Business activities as well as each stage of supply chain of NSyO will be
audited, and the most beneficial methods applicable for the case study company will
be explored. Finally, the audit sheet for the company will be developed and the audit
recommendations for further usage will be provided.
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1.4 Company description
The company Nachalnaya Shkola y Obrazovanie Ltd (NSyO) is a limited company
having three company founders holding 67%, 24% and 7% of guarantee capital
respectively.
According to the interview with the CEO of the company Kirill G., NSyO is a SME
employing. 7 people with permanent job contracts and working with 1 professional
on a freelance basis. Moreover, since the company produces its own magazine, NSyO
works with subcontractors (article authors) on a monthly basis. According to the CEO
Kirill G., NSyO has a tendency to order the materials for publishing from
approximately 20-30 authors each month on a paid basis.
According to SBIS (Database of Business Networks and Communications), NSyO was
founded in 1999 by an academician of the Russian Academy of Sciences (RAS)
Vyacheslav G. and provided publishing services for the education literature segement
of the market alongside with production of their own exclusive textbooks and
magazines, which they also distributed on their own.
The Russian education literature market has always had high barriers of new entries
as the siginificant part of the market is controlled by the governmental tenders and
close-to-governmental companies. As such, 69,7% of the market is taken by the
“Prosviashchenie” group (controlled by the structures of Arkadii Rotenberg, who is
one of the richest people in Russia as well as a close friend of the President).
“Rossiisky uchebnik” and “Russkoe slovo” account for almost a quarter (25%) and
just under 4% respectively. Therefore, the share of 1,6% of the education literature
market is shared between the rest of the publishers, accounting for 0,43 billion of
rubles (5,2 million euros). (Yakoreva 2019)
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Figure 1 Market share of the companies in Russian education literature
Thus, NSyO required a five-year period to position itself on the market and obtain
leading roles in the education field of publishing. According to Russian Federal State
Statistics Service (RFSSS), the company was growing rapidly producing 19.3 million
rubles or revenue and 2.3 million rubles of profit in 2004. By the year 2009, NSyO
doubled its profit and reached the highest level of performance with the profit of 4,7
million rubles (and revenue of over than 25 million rubles) maintaining this
performance rate until the year 2011.
In 2011, another financial crisis hit the Russian economy: many industries nearly
collapsed at that period. Thus, many industries were forced to reduce their costs and
cut down operations significantly. Innovation and optimization processes in the
majority of companies were postponed, and many of them were urgently cancelling
advertizement contracts and were preparing for a tougher loop of the crisis. One of
the most dramatic shocks happened to the field of publishing and book
manufacturing. (Gokhberg, Kuznetsova 2011, 85).
Moreover, in 2011 the internet services started to grow rapidly beginning to take
over SME publishers. Many publishers did not manage to cope with the crisis and
were claimed as bunkrupted. The rest of publishers and paper-based edition
manufacting companies were hardly able to continue their operations. (Os’kin,
2019).
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As such, NSyO were forced to work on its full capacity and were barely able to pay
out salaries working with almost zero-profit. Magazine advertizement placement as
one of their siginificant sources of income was almost zeroed leaving the company
without a vital part of income.

Figure 2 Example of man-made crisis of Russian print-based medias: revenue of NSyO
in the period 2004-2018
According to the Database of Business Networks and Communications SBIS, NSyO’s
performance changed dramatically: from 4,7 million of rubles of profit in 2011 to 2,2
million of rubles of profit in 2012 (Figure 3).

Figure 3 Dramatic decline in the profit of NSyO in the period 2004-2018
This situation nearly placed the company to the edge of bankruptcy. Accroding to
Kirill G. (the CEO of the company), in order to save the business, NSyO participated in
and won a governmental tender as a subcontractor for producing a new edition of
textbooks and other training manuals to the Turgenev State University in Oryol.
After winning the governmental tender, NSyO managed to recover from their
financial depression and maintain the rate of performance stable from 2011 until
now. (Database of Business Networks and Communications SBIS).
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The current situation does not give an optimistic prognosis for the long-term period;
thus, NSyO is in urgent need of the brand-new solutions that could revolutionize
their operation processes, decrease the operation costs and improve the rentability
rate of the business.
However, the most dramatic effect of the crisis for NSyO was the termination of
contact for typographic services with their partner company Media-Press Ltd.
Located in adjusting building and established by partners, Nachalnaya Shkola y
Obrazonavie and Media-Press initially formed a strong and efficient business union
which lasted for 12 years (from 1999 to 2011) and was terminated by the print
industry crisis of 2011 in Russia. Media-Press lost the majority of its customers and
was forced to finish their operations activities. Therefore, in 2011, NSyO was forced
to urgently order typographic services from another subcontractor on a poor
condition basis. (interview with the CEO of NSyO Kirill G 2020).
According to the interview with the procurement manager of NSyO, the company
was not willing to analyze their procurement activities since that time following the
well-known path.

1.5 Theory of Research & Methodology Explained
1.5.1 Introduction to the research
When selecting research methods for this study, different cases were considered.
According to Elo, Kaarianinen, Kanste, Polkki, Utriainen and Kyngas 2014, qualitative
research method allows to look further rather than collecting the precise numerical
data enabling to analyze it until noticing corelations and, moreover, causal
relationships. As a research approach, the qualitative method helps develop the
concept solutions inductively (meaning basing the possible solutions on the data
acquired, not vice versa).
The application of qualitative research method is relevant when the aim of the study
is to understand the concepts, ideas, or experiences. Therefore, it is an empirical
13

method of research which typically includes open-question surveys, interviews and
observations helping authors understand the root causes of certain actions being
studied. (Denzin and Lincoln 1994)
The qualitative research method is going to be used in this work in order to define
the managerial approaches of the CEOs, owners, and decision-makers of SMEs in the
field of publishing in Russia and the influence of such approaches to companies’
performances. To understand such relationship, this work will use the qualitative
method of research and will include both interviews and questionnaires as well as an
observational case study example which is going to be based on a small-to-medium
enterprise company operating in the field of publishing located in Moscow.
A series of interviews with the CEO and the decision-makers of the case study
company as well as with CEOs and top-management of other SMEs will be held in
order to obtain companies’ own opinion on the supply chain improvement activities
and its implementation. Based on their responds, the current industry trends for
improvement will be defined.
In order to further analyze the data obtained from the qualitative research, the
quantitative research will be applied. According to Black 1999, the quantitative
research is relevant to utilize when one wants to test, proof and confirm a theory or
a hypothesis.
As such, the first part of this study is aimed at defining the concepts and the root
causes of certain actions and companies’ business behaviour and creating a possible
solution that could improve the performance of the case study company. Meanwhile,
the second part of this study is aimed at testing whether the solution offered is
influencing the case study company’s performance and whether this influence leads
to negative or positive performance results. Therefore, the second part of the study
is going to test the solution found as an outcome of the first part of this study and
proof its effectiveness or ineffectiveness.
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In order to compete such experiment in the second part of the study, a set of KPIs
will be introduced in the case study company, and it will be tracked throughout the
experiment. The intermediate outcomes as well as the final results will be presented
and analyzed. Based on this, the final conclusion will be drawn regarding the usability
and practical application of the solution of the problem which was offered as a final
result of this study work (based on the final results proved by the final KPIs of the
case study company).
Therefore, the mix of quantitative and qualitative research methods are going to be
used for this study.
1.5.2 Stage 1: Data Collection Process, Data Preparation and Basic Analysis
At the stage 1 of the research work, a series of interviews with both case study
company and other SMEs operating in the similar industry will be held, a set of
questionnaires will be sent. The interview questions will be designed after the stage
of literature review and the primary case study company research, as the basic
knowledge of the industry is required in order to create reasonable questions that
will allow to retrieve reasonable information from the responders.
The questionnaire responders’ names will be kept anonymous. Whether the names
of the interviewees will be revealed or kept anonymous, will be agreed to every
interviewee personally. If the interviewee prefers to stay anonymous, their names
would not be mentioned or published in the context of this work.
Questionnaires will be sent, and interviews will be held to the professionals of the
field of SCM in SME’s as well as CEOs of SMEs in the field of paper book publishing as
the case study company belongs to this field, too. Therefore, the results and
conclusions obtained via the analysis should be applicable to the case study
company. Moreover, it will improve the validity of acquired data as well as will
reduce the unwanted analytical variations.
As such, a data array from the above-mentioned sources (questionnaires and
interviews) will be collected for further analysis. (The samples of interview questions
15

and questionnaires are available at Appendix 2). Therefore, the exploratory research
will be held in order to identify the possible patterns of the case study company in
particular as well as the industry-related business patterns of SMEs in Russia.
After the research and data collection will be finished, the stage of data preparation
and basic data analysis will be started. During this stage, the basic framework and a
coding system will be introduced that will help separate the data set into broad
ideas, business behavioral patterns and concepts and assign codes to them. (Hsieh
and Shannon 2005).
1.5.3 Stage 2: Data Analysis: Methods and Stages
As soon as the data preparation and the basic data analysis stage is finished, the data
analysis will be started. The data analysis will be held using various methods of
qualitative research.
As qualitative method of research does not focus on obtaining numbers and figures
as well as any other numerical information and bases itself on qualitative data, which
can be words, observations, etc., it appears impossible to reach the absolute
meanings. Therefore, specialized qualitative analysis method tools will be utilized.
(Berelson, Bernard 1952).
As such, content analysis including conceptual analysis and relational analysis will
be used to analyze interview responses and questionnaires separately. According to
Erlingsson and Brysiewicz 2017, conceptual analysis will allow to reveal patterns and
concepts in responders’ way of business thinking as well as determine the influence
of their personal qualities on business decisions they make. Based on the data
derived with the use of conceptual analysis (i.e. primary conclusions and
generalizations), several business behavior patterns will be identified and described
in detail. (de Sola Pool 1959).
As soon as the stage of conceptual analysis is finished, the relational analysis will be
started. Hsieh and Shannon 2005 believe that at this stage, the primary business
behavior patterns identified before can be compared and the relationships between
16

the concepts can be sought for. Such relational information as strength of
relationship (the degree of relationships between concepts), signs of relationship
(whether the concepts are related to each other positively or negatively) and
direction of relationship (whether A causes B, or A happens before B, or A is an
influencing factor for B) will also be considered.
1.5.4 Stage 3: Research Conclusions and Result Correction
Finally, based on the analyzed data derived via the final stage of the relational
analysis, the theoretical results of the analysis will be presented with the help of
visual tables which will demonstrate the interrelations between concepts (if such are
found).
When the analysis stage is finish, the possible solutions will be provided based on the
analysis results. These solutions would be tested with the help of interview and
questionnaires sent to the very same responders in order to receive their feedback
and make a conclusion, whether the primary solutions are found useful by the
managers of SMEs. If are relevant thoughts are introduced on this stage, they will
also be analyzed as described above.
1.5.5 Stage 4: An Observational Stage of the Case Study, Implementation of the
Perspective Findings, Case Study Results Presented
At the final stage, an observation of the case study company’s performance, will be
held. During the case study, the company’s performance will be analyzed, and the
patterns defined during the analysis stage will be sought for. In case they are found
at the case study company’s business behaviour or decisions, the primary solutions
will be applied in order to improve the case study company’s performance.
In this part of the study, a framework of KPIs will be introduced in order to analyze
whether the solution offered has any visible positive or negative impact on the case
study company’s performance. The results will be provided in the form of
«before/after» table.
17

In case, the CEO of the case study company makes the decision on the trials and
possible future implementation of the perspective findings, the major performance
changes of the case study company (in case they occur) and the expected
performance improvement factors will be highlighted in this work. Moreover, in case
of concept implementation, the further comparative analysis of the KPIs will be held
in order to define the case study company’s performance dynamics. All the data
acquired will be open for the further analysis and debate. The future development
areas of this work will also be highlighted.
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2 Literature Review
2.1 Supply Chain Management Definition and Importance
A supply chain is the set of activities, facilities and means of distribution necessary to
carry out the process of selling a product in its entirety starting from the search for
and the acquisition of raw materials, their subsequent processing and manufacture,
sales activities and finishing at the logistics activities and delivery to the final
consumer. Nowadays, professionals also include the stages of utilization and
recycling into the elongated supply chain. (Roldán)
According to Ballou 2007, the supply chain has both strategic and logistical functions
that involve all the operations that are indispensable for a commodity to reach the
final customer in optimal conditions.
In the past, the necessity of building an efficient supply chain was often neglected
even by a strong and widely known companies. However, in recent years, enterprises
that have been analyzing their performance and improving their operations
continuously have noticed the co-relation between the importance of supply chain
activities inside and outside of the company and their business success. (Christopher
2005).
Currently, supply chains get one of the top-importance positions becoming a
strategic competitive advantage, e.g. famous Zara Case or turning into a factor that
destroys companies from the inside.
There is also a relation between the integrity of a supply chain and a company’s
results. As such, the companies that neglect building and maintaining a strong and
efficient network with their suppliers and customers — integrating into the supply
chain — and organizing a perfect rate of communication inside of it are taking a high
risk of dangerous business consequences. (Huo 2012).
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2.2 Supply Chain Management Integration and its Role in a Company’s
Performance
Predicting the future in 2007 Ballou claims that in the supply chain, agents are
related at different levels of production. For some supply chains the sale of their
product or service constitutes the input of another in a continuous chain until
reaches the final consumer. It is then said that the supply chain begins with suppliers
of suppliers and ends with customers of customers.

Figure 4 Supply chain management activties for complex supply chains
The example of such integrated supply chain could be any car manufacturing
company. The analysis based on the case of French automotive industry (Doran, Hill,
Hwang, & Jacob 2007) proves the fact that semi-integrated supply chains have a
tendency to perform better as all the components of such complex supply chains are
conjunct well and the condition that the communication process between each
particle of the supply chain is performed flawlessly.
Therefore, the goal of every company which is willing to compete to other strong
market players is to advance the processes in its supply chain and organize it in the
most efficient way applicable for the company while paying attention to the
20

communicative aspect of the business. As such, “converting” a supply chain into a
business network becomes a good empirical solution to be proved further.

2.3 Supply Chain Management in SME
As this study is focused mostly on SME, there is a need to compare the supply chain
management systems of large and SME as well as describe the supply chain
management features of SME and types of possible supply chain integration, which
are specific for this type of companies.
2.3.1 The degree of the supply chain integration in SME
Small-to-medium enterprises are very dependable on the financial and economic
conditions of the market they operate in; therefore, they have certain special
features separating them from large companies. According to Huo 2012, SME have to
act carefully with their procurement and production planning as well as always keep
safety stock in order to secure the continuation of production process and sustain
their marketing performance.
As they are not able to control the market — unlike large monopolistic companies —
they are forced to consider the availability of raw material suppliers due to the fact
that they do not play any important role for the latter. Therefore, in a difficult
situation, their suppliers might act misleadingly and prefer continuing the operating
process with their larger clients as the latter are bringing more capital. Thus, in a
dangerous market situation, SME would have to rely on themselves ensuring the
production process at least during the most difficult market period. (Lenny,
Demirbag, Bayraktar, Tatoglu, and Zaim 2007).
Moreover, due to the fact that the market situation for SME could change
dramatically overnight, they are typically forced to deal with a large quantity of
suppliers over preferring a few ones. As such, in the frame of unstable economies,
establishing and maintaining close relationship with both suppliers and customers
becomes the most profitable solution for SME. (Huo 2012).
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According to the study, aimed at defining the business interaction options as well as
solutions which would be the most beneficial for SME, they discovered that building
trustworthy relationship with both customers and suppliers works better than
keeping a wide database of many suppliers, putting efforts into creating a solid
strategic plan or even relying on safety stock and subcontracting. Besides,
outsourcing is presented as an equal option compared with building close
relationship with customers and suppliers. (Christopher 2005).

2.3.2 Business growth directions of SME
Unlike big enterprises, SMEs do not have a wide variety of resources, either raw
materials, capital or human power, so they cannot allow any part of the resources to
stay inactive or work unprofitably for a company. That means only effective resource
allocation and the eradication of unnecessary costs is the most sufficient way for a
SME to survive and have profits.
According to Hong, we can discuss two spheres regarding the context of supply chain
management:
•

Strategic focus of the SME;

•

Supply chain relationship position.

Hong claims that strategic focus of the company is required to keep is stable on the
market. Whether a company is willing to expand and take over the bigger share of
the market or whether it wants to maintain the current level of performance, it is
upon the strategic focus of the top management to make necessary decision
regarding this.
As there are many examples of SMEs which are not willing to transform into larger
companies, the performance growth is still required. This phenomenon is connected
to the fact that it is not enough to maintain the performance in the modern world
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that sets up development and growth as its target. As such, there is a limit number of
options for companies to choose from: they can either grow slowly in order to
maintain their position or work hard to reach the faster growth and increase the
absolute performance rates and expand.
On the other hand, market success and high performance rates are connected not
only with the strategic focus of a company but also to its real operations which are
always based on their supply chain relationship position.
In order to continue as a strong competitor, an SMEs has to be able to meet industry
standards including both physical (i.e. quality, in-time production, secure delivery,
etc.) and ethical (ergonomic working environment for employees, green values, etc.)
characteristics (Chang, Chiang, and Pai 2012).
2.3.3 Value-added — relationship position model
Below, the chain relationship position and strategic focus matrix is shown. It is
remarkable that an SME may decide how it wants to position itself and build their
growth strategy with the help of it. Typically, SMEs select either collaboration or
coordination methods as the innovation path may require numerous resources that
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SMEs do not usually have. Whereas, some SMEs focus on efficiency which means low
chain relationship position and low-cost products. (Hong and Jeong 2006)

Figure 5 Value-added – relationship position model
Efficiency to collaboration
This transition means developing capabilities to build products which fulfil
customers’ requests in a more profound way which decreasing the costs via wastereduction strategy.
Efficiency to coordination
A company may improve its relationships with customers highlighting from the
number of many suppliers (alternatively, buyers) and turning into the primary one in
order to obtain larger production contracts and secure the situation in case of
market shifts and emergencies. Achieving such relationship-building results may be
through enthusiastic managers, better communication and networking as well as
ameliorated performance rates.
Coordination to innovation
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In order to make this shift, companies need to secure maintaining their current
position on the market with less resources. Therefore, they can dedicate time and
finances into building innovative solutions on their market. This transition is only
reasonable when a company is in a stable situation and want to expand in the
realities of its market.
Collaboration to innovation
In order to successfully make this transition a company needs to leave the
boundaries of its market establishing business relationships with new customers,
suppliers and building advanced partnerships with other value chain agents.
Efficiency to innovation
This transition appears to be the most radical one. It requires every part of the
company to put extraordinary efforts into reaching such results. Whereas top
management would be required to totally change its approach and activate immense
leadership potential in order to motivate employees, it still puts drastic strains on
companies’ resources. However, these actions can raise an ordinary company up to
the market leaders’ level while it does not guarantee that a company would maintain
its uplifted position for long.

2.4 Comparing Supply Chain Management Strategies of SMEs and LEs
It is undoubtedly that large enterprises (LEs) and small-to-medium enterprises
(SMEs) cannot have the similar attitude to supply chain management activities inside
of them due to a myriad of distinctive factors. Such seemingly insignificant feature as
the size of a company is not expected to influence SCM so dramatically. However,
the size of a company impacts on many economic factors in a company such as order
quantities, supplier priorities, industry preferences and many others. Therefore,
companies of a different size historically elaborated their SCM strategies and
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attitudes to it enabling them to work efficiently and meet the market requirements
despite their size. (Thakkar, Kanda, and Deshmukh 2008).
As large enterprises are aware of performing as a significant market player with
many co-dependent companies, it becomes easier for them to build effective supply
chains as they feel more secure on the market. Indeed, they are less affected by the
critical market situations. Unlike SMEs, they have a tendency to overcome economic
obstacles comparatively easier due to the supreme positions. In critical situations,
suppliers or customers of LEs are more likely to maintain partnerships with large
companies preferring them to smaller companies which tend to have less priority.
As such, according to Quayle 2003, in order to survive on the same market with large
enterprises, SMEs have to base their survival on the ability to provide services to a
certain niche and, besides that, more effectively, i.e. at a lower price, of a higher
quality, in less time.
As it comes of the appendix 1, there is a multitude of distinctive attributes that vary
from large enterprises to small-to-medium enterprises. Meanwhile LEs utilize the
market dominance secured by a significant market share, SMEs have to focus on
market niches providing extensive services in order to survive. Moreover, large
companies perceive their supply chains as a strategic tool and search for
opportunities to reduce costs in order to capture the bigger share of the market,
SMEs tend to treat their supply chains as necessary-to-operate tools enabling them
to functions; SMEs mostly focus on a short-term profits leaving the big picture to the
better days.
Analogically, key sourcing activities differ in LEs and SMEs too: meanwhile large firms
have potential of analyzing and selecting suppliers building tiers of suppliers and
evaluating them based on multiple criteria, SMEs mainly make decisions on their
suppliers based on costs and quality preferring long-term relationships as this
eliminates the necessity to dedicate employees efforts to new suppliers’ selection.
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LEs and SMEs likewise choose different methods of demand and forecast planning.
Meanwhile large enterprises are willing to put efforts into developing wellprogrammed complex IT tools in order to define the most exact data for planning,
SMEs do not have potential and human resources to do the same; therefore, they
utilize simple planning tools and have to bear with such factors as human mistakes
more frequently than LEs. Moreover, SMEs are less flexible in demand fluctuations as
they are often unable (or neglect) to keep sufficient safety stock levels, which leads
to drastic business problems inside a company if a significant change is made on a
partner side (either supply problems or increased demand issues).
Coordination is different in LEs and SMEs too: large companies pay attention to
developing well-organized communication tools within a company, i.e. purchasing
corporate mail services from 3rd parties, developing ERPs and other mechanisms
facilitating communication and eradicating the possibilities of human mistakes.
Whereas SMEs are forced to handle their operations and communication without
any developed corporate systems, i.e. they sometimes even use personal emails and
do not have any corporate system of keeping track of contracts and transactions,
unlike LEs. (Thakkar, Kanda, and Deshmukh 2008).
Summarizing the above mentioned, in comparison with powerful and rule-dictating
enterprises, the majority of SMEs are not able to perform on the same level against
large companies as SMEs are limited in both financial resources and other operating
factors, e.g. safety stock, raw materials, security capitals etc. As such, SMEs are
typically not able to operate successfully in more than one business field unlike big
firms. Therefore, SMEs choose to take a specific niche of business and become
leaders in it. (Lenny, Demirbag, Bayraktar, Tatoglu, and Zaim 2007).
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Figure 6 SCM comparison table for large companies and SMEs
However, both big companies and SME have a tendency to utilize the supply
management processes that are alike. Similarities in supply chain management
approaches could be noticed between SME and large companies in the fields of
customer relationship, demand and supply estimations, acquisition process, quality
and risk management, etc. However, the deepening into the SCM processes cannot
be called equivalent. (Huo 2012).

2.5 Supply Chain Management Activities in SMEs
Unlike large enterprises having wide opportunities and resources for establishing
partnerships and signing more beneficial purchasing contracts, utilizing the powerful
economies of scale and high production volumes for the sake of their companies,
SMEs are forced to elaborate the ways for survival with the limited number of
resources available (Hong and Jeong 2006).
Therefore, SMEs are constantly searching for the more effective ways of performing
SCM processes that would not require immense capital investments which SMEs are
typically not capable of.
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2.5.1 Procurement processes in SMEs
It is well-known that an effective procurement department in a company is capable
of reducing the costs of the final product dramatically (Arnold, Chapman, and Clive
2008). As such, according to the survey by Deloitte 2016, up to 74% of Chief Product
Officers consider it their business priority to reduce procurement costs in 2015.
However, the majority of SMEs, especially the once not operating in the industrial
and technological sectors, have no opportunity to keep a procurement department
or a procurement manager as a part of the company’s staff. This frequently results in
ineffective procurement operations lacking optimization and analysis of possible
suppliers.
As SMEs are limited in their operational capacity and do not have enough human
power to dedicate enough time to specific supplier research, many SMEs have. a
tendency of either following the footsteps of their competitors (phenomenon of
sharing the suppliers by many competing SMEs) or maintain the relationship with
their current suppliers at any cost. The latter situation may last for a significant time
period and eventually lead to the unbeneficial partnership for SMEs; despite that
small-to-medium enterprises tend to put immense efforts into saving the partnership
and continuing working with the same supplier. This may be caused by the fact that
SMEs employees and management might be terrified by the changes happening and
might imagine destabilization of their business operations and, eventually, profits,
due to the supplier change. Not being skillful in the field of procurement and
purchasing, a vast majority of SMEs tend to elongate their partnerships with the
existing suppliers. (Quayle 2002).
Despite the fact that such procurement strategy may incur from SMEs unnecessary
costs which can be effortlessly reduced, this approach has certain positive features
that appeal to SMEs. For instance, partnering with suppliers for a significant time
period builds close relationships and trust between the workers and management of
both companies bonding them together on a non-contractual basis. (Pressey,
Winklhofer, and Tzokas 2009).
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Although loyalty and trust cannot be defined as a part of the contract agreement
meaning possible subtle issues, it may still be used as a commonly known principle
by many SMEs all over the world.
2.5.2 Production processes in SMEs
SMEs are facing difficulties on every part of their supply chain while competing with
larger companies that hold a significant share on the market. Therefore, they have to
suffer “business discrimination” from potential suppliers that prefer to establish
business relationships with gigantic firms especially in the industrial sector. (Hong
and Jeong 2006).
As it was highlighted for multiple times, SMEs are noticeable for not owning a broad
circle of distinctive resources, which makes the possibility of owning a production
facility by SME almost a completely anomaly. However, SMEs from developed
countries may decide to hire either low-wage workers or establish their own
production facilities in third-world countries or countries with a comparatively lower
wage rate. (Herrigel 2010).
Although the smallest part of small and medium companies may truly own an office,
it is highly unlikely for an SME to maintain its own production facility. That would
mean a necessity of keeping a team of employees operating that facilities and a team
of workers whose job would be providing technical support, maintenance and
repairing service to production equipment. In the majority of cases it cannot be
considered a beneficial investment for an SME as it may incur additional costs which
might become unbearable for a small-to-medium enterprise and could lead to its
bankruptcy. As such, the vast majority of SMEs tend to rent or lease production
facilities; moreover, small and medium companies tend to leave the production as a
complete step to 3rd parties.
After establishing a relationship with such production service providers, SMEs tend
to neglect possible improvement and modifications regarding production process, as,
in their opinion, the business requirement is being fulfilled and does not require any
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enhancement. In certain cases, although SMEs may not be totally satisfied with their
production service providers, they could still put efforts in maintaining the contract
out of fear of deteriorating their business or losing possible profits and going
bankrupt. (Thakkar, Kanda and Deshmukh 2008).
A significant number of small and mediums firms tend to maintain contracts with
their existing partners and vary production processes as little as possible. As they do
not have human resources to organize a well-thought selection process among the
possible subcontractors or hold a sufficient analysis of their production costs and
drains, they dedicate their powers into maintaining partnerships and establishing
better intercompany relationships. (Rezaei, Ortt, and Trott 2014).
As not natural as it may come, many small and medium companies that follow this
strategy for building relationships with their production subcontractors manage to
survive while creating profits.
2.5.3 Sales & Distribution Process in SMEs
Being very limited in sources available, SMEs have to introduce their own methods of
coping with this factor and successfully manage their sales & distribution activities.
Luckily, according to someone, sales is considered a common profession in Europe;
therefore, the job market provides SMEs’ owners with an opportunity of broad
choice in order to select a skillful sales manager. (Bocconcelli, Cioppi, and Pagano
2017).
The situation changes when it comes to distribution and logistics. As it was described
earlier, a significant number of small-to-medium enterprise do not own any facilities
for production or warehousing. This means a big number of SMEs’ managers prefer
not to hire a professional logistics specialist in order to save on labour costs. As such,
not unfrequently the responsibilities and duties of a logistics professional fall on a
sales manager of an SME (Di Maria, and Ganau 2017).
In this case, according to Caiazza 2016, the success of sales and distribution
departments depends on the enthusiasm and the personal qualities of sales
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managers. If the latter is willing to educate themselves in the fields they are not
knowledgeable about and dedicate efforts into the profound understanding of
distribution processes, then it might become beneficial for a company but extremely
exhausting for the very manager who would be required to carry out double volume
of responsibilities, tasks, and stress.
As it comes from above mentioned, many sales managers who find themselves in
such situations tend to put minimum possible efforts into logistics and distribution
activities mainly focusing on their initial specialization and tasks of a sales manager.
In this case, distribution activities in a company might be dramatically exposed to
inefficient operations and could truly become a massive financial drain. (Di Maria,
and Ganau 2017).

2.6 Inner issues SMEs have in their supply chains
Unlike large enterprises, SMEs do not have a defined organizational structure with
strict hierarchy levels. According to the research held by Valaei, 2017, a significant
part of SMEs operating in Europe does not strictly share the duties and
responsibilities inside the company. As SMEs do not typically develop a company
strategy and focus on short-term activities providing them with fast profits, this leads
to the situation when certain tasks may be carried out by different people with
different perceptions and ideas on how the task is supposed to be completed.
Not having a strategy when carrying out a task for a company and changing
employees working with the task due to many factors (starting from their availability
and finishing on their specializations) may lead to the neutralization of the results
achieved by the previous task-doer. In such cases, the possible outcome is the
mediocre level of the task performance with high time consumption rate.
Besides, other multiple-layered factors highlighted in the table below retrieved from
Thakkar, Kanda, and Deshmukh 2008, demonstrate the difficulties SMEs are facing
when operating and especially when are willing to improve their performance. Such
seemingly unimportant issues as cultural impacts (autocratic managers and owners
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having myopic view instead of the big picture of their companies’ performances) or
educational backgrounds of the stuff of SMEs may influence such companies
dramatically in a long-term period.

Retrieved from (Thakkar, Kanda, and Deshmukh 2008).

3 Research
3.1 Preparational stage: case study company’s financial data
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In order to conduct an investigation of SMEs in the field of publishing in Russia, the
financial data of the case study company is going to be demonstrated in order to
obtain possible financial drains or aspects that might not have been discovered via
official investigation studies. This data was presented by the CEO of the case study
company, and it present the current financial situation of the company.
3.1.1 Company cost structure
During an in-person interview, the CEO of NSyO Kirill G. provided approximate cost
breakdown of the case study company, which is illustrated in the pie charts below. In
the figure 7, fixed costs of the case study company can be observed.

Fixed costs breakdown
Amortization
2%

2% 2%

5%
Property tax

12%
11%

Utilities
Salaries (taxes included)

11%
Advertizement
Income taxes

23%

Insurance costs

Social package
32%
Other (stationary, connection,
website services)

Figure 7 Fixed costs breakdown
The pie chart demonstrates the fixed expenses of the case study company, id est
salaries of the management, advertisement costs, insurance costs, utilities, income
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taxes, property taxes, amortization costs, social package expenditures, and other
insignificant costs (stationary, website maintenance, et cetera).
From the pie chart it is noticeable, that salaries to the management and
advertisement cover slightly more than a half of the total fixed costs breakdown.
However, the cost reduction in these categories does not seem to be possible as the
company has relevant salary rates and demoting them does not appear to be a
rational solution due to the fact that the staff would experience drop in their
motivation that may result to unfavorable consequences.
Decreasing the advertisement costs does not improve the situation either as all the
publishers in Russian market are supposed to dedicate a compelling amount of
finance to the advertisement purposes. The rejection of this can result in a dramatic
drop of sales, as the case study company does not have a powerful loyal auditory
which could preserve the sales level the same when the advertisement is rejected or
decreased. Therefore, no prominent possible areas of financial savings are found
here.
The figure 8 present the variable costs breakdown of the case study company. The
data is acquired via an in-person interview with the CEO of the case study company.
Raw material costs consume slightly more than two fifth of the whole variable costs
(40%), and customer deliveries by 3rd party logistics companies present just over a
quarter (27%) of the total sum of variable costs.
As it can be seen from the pie chart, 66% of the variable costs are consumed by the
printing-related activities — raw materials costs, raw materials delivery costs,
printer’s labour costs, print preparation and design services. Meanwhile, the salaries
of the authors only take 7% of the whole sum of the variable costs.
Unquestionably, the publishing company is supposed to dedicate the major part of
its variable costs to the printing purposes. However, the potential for savings is
noticeable here. Obtaining more beneficial contracts with the suppliers of the raw
materials or agreeing discount with the printers can decrease the variable costs
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significantly and improve the overall situation of the case study company. This paper
will provide the research on this topic uncovering the most beneficial-forimprovement flows of finances.

Variable costs breakdown

7%

4%
Raw materials costs

9%

Customer delivery (3rd party
logistics companies)
41%

12%

Typography labour cost
Print preparation and design
services
Salaries of authors (taxes
included)
Raw materials delivery costs

27%

Figure 8 Variable costs breakdown

The overall cost structure of the case study company in the figure 9 highlights the
significance of the raw materials expenditures as well as the typography (printer)
labour costs which accumulate 30% of the case study companies spending.
As such, these areas are to be investigated more closely in order to examine whether
there is a hidden or prominent and achievable possibility of shrinkage of these
variable costs in order to achieve savings on this step of the supply chain of the case
study company.
Such cost reduction has a capacity of improving the whole supply chain of the case
study company that could possibly result in the companies future potential for
development as it would be granted so-called additional finances achieved from
saving on the step of purchasing of the raw materials and workforce from other
companies.
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Total cost breakdown
Amortization
4% 2% 2%

Property tax

5%

5%

5%

Utilities

7%
Salaries (taxes included)
14%

Advertizement
15%

Income taxes
10%

Insurance costs

Social package
5%
23%

1%
1%

1%

Other (stationary, connection,
website services)
Raw materials costs

Figure 9 Total cost breakdown
Finally, from the pie chart 10 it can be concluded that variable costs take more than
half of the whole company costs. As such, considering that the decrease in the fixed
costs is relatively unreasonable, unprofitable and, therefore, unnecessary, one may
conclude that the variable costs of the case study company are the prominent areas
for improvement. In this case study, the assumption will be described, analyzed and
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tested further. If any reasonable theoretical result can be achieved, the possible
pragmatic changes in the company’s processes may be undertaken.

Fixed and variable costs
Fixed costs

Variable costs

44%

56%

Figure 10 Fixed and variable costs breakdown

3.1.2 Company income structure
The data of the study company’s income structure is acquired during the in-person
interview with the CEO of the case study company Kirill G. As it can be seen from the
figure 11, more than 90% of the case study company’s income is generated from the
sales to other businesses, id est agencies, educational centres, etc.
The rest 8% of the incomes are distributed between direct sales to individuals (2%),
the sub-renting of the property that the case study company owns (4%) and the
advertisement in the products of the case study company (2%). As such, it can be
concluded that the case study company mainly operates on the business-to-business
market. Therefore, the high expenditures of the companies budget on the
advertisement does not seem efficient as the case study company’s clients do not
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undergo a significant rotation rate, which means that the case study company has
the similar B2B clients for a long period of time.

THE CASE STUDY COMPANY'S INCOME
STRUCTURE
Companies

Individuals

Sub-renting

Advertisement

2%
2%4%

92%

Figure 11 Income structure of the case study company

The graph below indicates the breakdown of the business clients of the case study
company. It is clearly noticeable that the main clients of the case study company are
the industry-related companies which are the obligatory clients of any publisher in
the Russian Federation. As such, sales of the case study company to the major client,
The Russian Post, accounts for 55% of the total sales to other businesses.
The second biggest client of the case study company is the UralPress, which is a
distributor of the paper journals, magazines and other paper-based informational
sources that operates in the Ural region of Russia. However, the printers and
production facilities that the case study company uses are located in Moscow, one of
their biggest clients is located in Ural. This undoubted increases the delivery costs. As
such, transporting the part of the printing activities to Ural might be considered in
order to decrease the transportation costs.
The rest 10% of the B2B sales are shared between the MAP (Mezhregionalnoie
Agenstvo Podpisky), RosPochta and the project supporting the Crimean schools.
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Income sources of the case study company
MAP
(Mezregionalnoie
Agenstvo
Podpisky)
2%

RosPochta
7%
UralPress
35%
The Russian Post
Crimean schools 55%
1%

RosPochta

The Russian Post

Crimean schools

UralPress

MAP (Mezregionalnoie Agenstvo Podpisky)

Figure 12 The breakdown of the business clients of the case study company

3.1.3 Defining the possible financial drains of the case study company
As it was mentioned earlier, the major inefficient usage of financial resources is
detected among the variable costs. The largest part of the latter accounting for over
a half in total is devoted to the production and printing. Despite the fact that it might
be reasonable, this case study will test alternative approaches to the step of
purchasing in the supply chain of the case study company.
Several solutions on the shrinkage of the purchasing costs, id est raw material costs,
printing labour and printing prep and design costs, will be offered, analyzed and
theoretically tested. In case any or one of them is considered reliable enough by the
CEO of the case study company, it will be implemented into the company’s supply
chain system. The breakage of results, both primary, intermediate and final, will be
recorded, analyzed and presented in the end of this paper.

3.2 Designing interview questions, questionnaires
In this chapter of the study the design of interview questions and questionnaires will
be explained. Based on the literature review, certain problematic areas common for
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many SMEs can be identified. As this study aims at responding the following research
questions, the combinations of these factors will be considered in order to build the
interview and questionnaire questions.
The research questions of this study are:
Main research question: How to improve the supply chain in SMEs without creating
a fiscal gap in a company’s budget?
Additional research question 1: What are the difficulties SMEs are facing when
improving their supply chain activities?
Additional research question 2: How to audit the supply management system to
keep it highly efficient in SMEs?
Therefore, the interview and questionnaire questions will be aimed at receiving
information that can be relevant to these questions. Three target sectors for the
questions can be identified:
•

improving the supply chain activities when having limited financial sources

•

what difficulties prevent SMEs from improving themselves

•

the supply chain audit systems: their benefits and drawbacks.

An additional section of questions will be aimed at learning about the demographical
data of the responders (age, social class, educational background, professional
growth, et cetera.)

3.2.1 Designing questions related to companies’ improvement policies
Developing questions to discover the ways companies improve their supply chain
activities:

Firstly, the responders will be asked whether they improve their supply chain
activities anyhow, and if so their methods for the improvement are going to be
revealed.
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Q1: What supply chain activities does your company have in-house?
Answers:

Purchasing (buying paper, ink)
Production (printing)
Warehousing (having your own warehouses)
Distribution (deliveries)
Customer support

Objective of the question: with this question the information about the in-house
supply chain activities in SMEs will be acquired.
Q2: Who is responsible for supply chain activities in your company?
Answer:

One or two employees carry out these duties
Several employees who have other main duties are also responsible for
supply chain activities
One employee who has other main duties is also responsible for supply
chain activities

Objective of the question: with this question the information about people
responsible for SCM in SMEs will be acquired. According to the literature review part,
SMEs tend to have multidisciplinary workers who have to perform multiple duties at
the same time (often without specialized education in the field). With this question,
this data will be either proved or refuted.
Q3: Do you improve your company’s supply chain activities?
Answers:

Yes, regularly
Yes, from time to time
Yes, when we have a catastrophe
No, we do not have any improvement activities

Objective of the question: with this question the information about companies’
policies on improvement will be examined. According to various studies, SMEs
consider themselves unable to dedicate additional money and time for
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improvements. This typically results in seeking for improvement is crisis situations
only without any willingness to follow either of continuous improvement
approaches.
Q4: How often do you have company meetings dedicated to the issue of
improvement of supply chain management activities?
Answers:

Once a quarter
Once a year
Once in several years
Once in five years
We do not have them regularly
We do not have them at all

Objective of the question: with this question the information about companies’ real
efforts on improvements. The presence or absence of such meetings will reveal
whether the companies studied have any improvement activities in progress or in
the close past.
Q5: Are you familiar with any ‘philosophies’ or techniques of business improvement?
For example, lean manufacturing, Kaiban system, continuous improvement, 5S
technique, Five whys, et cetera.
Answers:

Yes, we apply these and other methods for improvement
Yes, but we do not apply these or any other methods
No, I am not familiar with these philosophies and methods.

Objective of the question: with this question the information about whether the
examined companies utilize any profound or innovative approaches to companies’
improvement. Moreover, this question will uncover the topic of educational
background of CEOs and decision-makers of SMEs. As it may be found in the
literature review, the educational background of people operating in SMEs does not
match frequently the duties they carry out on their positions in companies. This
question will help proving or refuting this hypothesis.
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Q6: When was the last time when you reorganized any activities in order to improve
them? (small improvements can be considered)
Answers:

A year ago
2 years ago
2-5 years ago
5+ years ago
Never

Objective of the question: with this question the information about the recent and
past companies’ real tries of improvements will be highlighted. In the literature
review part, it was claimed by various researchers that SMEs are unlikely to start any
reorganizational activities aimed at improving their performance until they reach the
point of risking losing their business or going bankrupted.
Q7: Do you track, audit, or control your company’s performance? What tools do you
use?
Answer:

Yes. We use profound statistical analysis to track our performance.
Yes. We use basic tools to track our performance.
Yes, but we do not use any tools.
No, we do not have any analysis or recordings on our company’s
performance.

Objective of the question: with this question the primary information about
companies’ inner audit and control policies which are essential for the company that
is willing to grow and improve continuously. Such problem of unwillingness of SMEs
to establish and follow any controlling policies is marked as a typical feature of SMEs
in the literature review.
Q8: Does the staff of your company offer anything which can potentially improve
company’s performance?
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Answers:

Yes, they regularly bring new ideas and we discuss them. Some of them
can be implemented in the future.
Yes, they sometimes bring new ideas. Although we discuss them, they
are rarely implemented.
Yes, they bring new ideas very rarely. None of them were implemented
so far.
No, they do not bring new ideas now, but they used to do it earlier.
No, they never brought new ideas.

Objective of the question: with this question the information about the involvement
of employees into companies’ big picture. Besides, this question will help examining
whether there are pro-active employees are present in SMEs and whether their
efforts are acknowledged by companies’ top-management and decision makers.
Moreover, with this question the rate of offered ideas VS implemented ideas could
be tracked, too.
3.2.2 Designing questions related to obstacles preventing SMEs from improvement
According to the studies discussed in this work, the main obstacles SMEs are facing
that prevent them from improvement are the lack of human power and employees’
involvement into companies’ fates including possible irrelevant educational
background that CEOs and decision-makers in companies tend to have, as well as the
harsh market environment supporting large companies and eliminating SMEs from
the business race. These hypotheses have to be tested in the publishing and their
applicability and influence on companies’ performances have to be proved or refuted
with the help of these questions.
Q1: Do you have employees whose tasks are related to the SCM only?
Answers:

Yes, more than 1.
Yes, one.
No, other employees take these tasks as a part of their workload.
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No, we do not have SCM activities in-house.
No, we outsource SCM.
Objective of the question: with this question the information about the employees’
workload will be acquired and the hypothesis about employees in SMEs being
involved in various types of business activities not only the ones relatable to the
specializations will be demonstrated.
Q2: Does the company’s staff have relevant educational background for the duties
they carry out in your company?
Answers:

Yes, all of the staff.
Yes, the majority of the staff.
Yes, the minority of the staff.
No, the majority of the staff learned to do their job with the method of
trials and errors without practically applicable education.

Objective of the question: with this question the information about the staff
educational background will be acquired. Clearly, in order to perform one’s duties
successfully a person is required to have not only live working experience but also
relevant educational competences. Although there are such cases when
professionals change fields of working, it is highly recommended for them to attend
some training programs in order to obtain a closer view of their jobs.
Q3: Is it true that you know about some inefficient operations or processes you’re
your company has now, but you do not have enough money to start fixing them?
Answers:

Yes, both of the statements are true.
Yes, we know about them, but we have money to improve them.
Yes, we have money to improve something, but we do not know where
to start.
No, we do not know about any inefficient processes. Although if we
knew about them, we could not do anything because we are limited in
terms of money.
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Objective of the question: with this question the information about the awareness of
the companies regarding their areas for improvement will be obtained. Moreover,
correlation between the shortage of money and the improvement activities will be
acquired, too.
Q4: Do you organize yearly company meetings in order to observe the yearly
performance and set business goals for the company for the next year?
Answers:

Yes, we organize such meetings yearly.
Yes, we organize such meetings but not every year.
Yes, we used to organize such meetings yearly but now we do not do it.
No, we do not we organize such meetings at all.

Objective of the question: with this question the information about companies’
planning and estimation activities will be discovered. As the studies discussed in the
literature review part highlight that many SMEs are lacking a strong planning system,
this makes it important to understand whether the SMEs taking part in this study
have the similar issue.
3.2.3 Designing questions related to auditing and controlling company’s
performance
Q1: Do you have an audit and control systems measuring the efficiency of company’s
processes implemented in your company?
Answers:

Yes, we have these systems and improve our metrics regularly based on
their results.
Yes, we have these systems, but we do not have time/money/resources
to work actively in order to improve.
No, we do not we have these systems.

Objective of the question: with this question the information about the inner audit
and control policies as well as companies’ inner organization can be obtained. As
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SMEs are known for not analyzing and not following their operations, it is essential to
discover whether this thesis is applicable to the SMEs taking part in this study.
Q2: Do you consider hiring or outsourcing a professional who would create an audit
and control system for your company?
Answers:

Yes, if it guarantees increase in our incomes.
Yes, we are planning to do it even if it does not bring us any extra
income as a result.
No, we are not planning to hire or outsource anyone although we see
the necessity to improve the discipline inside the company.
No, we are not planning to hire or outsource anyone as we consider our
discipline level to be sufficient.

Objective of the question: with this question the information about companies’
discipline can be obtained. As it is known, perfection is unreachable; therefore, with
the last answer option we also put a trap for the responders. The ones claiming that
their companies’ discipline level is sufficient, will be studied more closely in order to
achieve the understanding of whether their discipline level is actually of a role-model
level or whether the CEOs and decision-makers opinion is myopic and embellish the
reality.
It is worth highlighting that the identical questions will be utilized for both in-person
or online interviews as well as for online questionnaires. The additional use of
questionnaires is required in order to reach the wider circle of CEOs and decisionmakers online and obtain more relevant data on this account.

3.3 Stage 1: data collection and basic analysis
Data was collected from the in-person interviews with 2 CEOs and decision-makers of
SMEs located in Moscow, and the questionnaire responds from 14 participants was
collected. The results of the questionnaire can be found in the Appendix 3. On this
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stage, primary (basic) data analysis is held and broad concepts are identified as a
result.
3.3.1 Primary analysis of questionnaire results
The first step for the primary data analysis is the verification of data. As initially, the
questionnaire was aimed at CEOs and decision-makers of SMEs, their responds have
to be separated from the array of data in order not to be mixed or confused with the
responds of other staff of companies, who could have mistakenly received the
questionnaire.
In order to facilitate this division, the first question in the questionnaire was aimed at
discovering the position of respondents in companies’ hierarchy. As it can be
concluded from the figure 11, out of 14 people who participated in the
questionnaire, 2 people held operational positions, such as editors, authors, et
cetera. Their responds are withdrawn and not going to be analyzed further as they
do not perform any managerial or decision-making role in their companies.
Therefore, 12 responds by CEOs and decision-makers will be analyzed and
considered further.

Figure 13 Positions of questionnaire respondents in companies
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Following the primary analysis, it can be clearly noticed that the majority of the
questionnaire respondents belong to either younger (18-40 years old) or older (6070+) generation groups (figure 12). These age groups will be analyzed separately in
order to make initial estimation over the fact whether their managerial approaches
and companies’ opinions on improvements differ from each other significantly.

Figure 14 Age breakdown of the questionnaire respondents
In each age group, respondents are generally well-educated; however, CEOs and
decision-makers in the younger group have both bachelor’s and master’s degrees,
while the respondents in the older group tend to have master’s degrees more often.
That is related to Soviet Union education system which consisted of so-called
specialists’ degrees — such degrees included both bachelor’s and master’s degrees
into one study program which lasted for 5 years. As respondents in the older group
are between 50 and 70+ years old, they studied by the Soviet Union system;
therefore, they have master’s degrees more often. (Figures 13 and 14).
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Figure 15 Education in a younger managers’ group

Figure 16 Education in older managers' group
However, the noticeable difference between the younger and the older groups can
be noticed when comparing their career growth experience. The younger group is
more learning-oriented and tends to attend professional trainings several times a
year, whereas the older group has a tendency of not maintaining or developing their
professionalism via attending specialized educational events aimed at career
advancement and lifetime learning approach. (Figures 15 and 16). Subtly, this might
influence their competences and affect companies’ performance and companies’
philosophy toward improvement.
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Figure 17 Professional trainings amongst the younger group

Figure 18 Professional trainings amongst the older group
Regarding supply chain management activities in-house and ousourced, the younger
CEOs and decision makers prefer to outsource them and only keep in-house the
essential parts focusing on their core competences. Meanwhile, the older group of
top managers has a broader variety of supply chain activites in house. Some of the
SMEs manage to have their own printing facilities. (Figures can be found at the
Appendix 3).
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Besides, the younger CEOs have a relatively finer attitude to improvement policies
setting aims at regular improvement and having regular meetings dedicated to the
ideas of continuous improvement. The staff members in such companies’ are
generally deeper involved into companies’ large scale results bringing their oun
thoughts and propositions regarding the enhancement of companies’ supply chain
activities.

Figure 19 The younger group attitude towards improvements
At the same time, the older group of managers tends to draw their attention to the
ideas of innovation when their company is nearly collapsing. This can be additionally
tracked by their attitude to companies’ improvement meetings which are not
regularly organized (or not organized at all) or by their awarenress of the companies
improvement o taudit physolophies and tools. (Figure 18).
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Figure 20 The older managerial group's awareness of the improvement tools and
mechanisms
Both of the managerial groups avoid re-organizing their companies in order to reach
certain improvements; however, when it is required, the younger CEOs and decisionmakers tend to do it more frequently comparing to the older managerial group.
At a larger scale, young managers seemingly demonstate higher interest in tracking
their performance and perform as goal-oriented leaders (having yearly company
performance meetings, utilizing audit and control tools in their operation processes
and additionally hiring or outsourcing audit managers. At the same time, older
managers appear to be less concerned about the long-term focus and perspectives of
their companies focusing on today’s difficulties and not paying considerable
attention to companies’ performance or goals. (Figures 19 and 20).

Figure 21 Younger managers' opinion regarding dedicating recourses to companies
audit and improvement activities
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Figure 22 Older managers' opinion regarding dedicating recourses to companies
audit and improvement activities

3.3.2 Primary analysis of in-person interview results
In-person interviews were held with two CEOs of SMEs situated in Moscow, and the
same questions as in questionnaires were asked. Although the respondents did not
permit to publish their names or mention their companies’ names, they agreed to
reveal their demographic data. The summary of their responds is going to be
described below.
Respondent #1
Demographic data: 29-year-old female who holds a master’s degree in marketing,
lives in Moscow, speaks Russian, English, and German, attends professional trainings
aimed at advancement both in the field of marketing and in the field of management
and business administration. Supports the ideas and philosophies of lifetime
learning, continuous career growth; regularly organizes career trainings and teambuilding activities for her company’s staff. Had experience living and working abroad.
The company she is heading these days is initially her start-up project; therefore, she
is the owner and the CEO of the company.
Summary of responds: her company does not have any of the main supply chain
activities as Respondent #1 does not consider it beneficial for their company to have
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logistics activities in-house. Indeed, being a very small company with a moderate
production rate and consumption of resources, organizing and utilizing their only
supply chain would mean excessive but necessary to carry out work related with
communication and negotiation with the suppliers of raw materials (paper, ink, et
cetera), the necessity to organize excessive transportation activities in order to move
the raw materials from the warehouse (which also requires communication,
organization and financial resources) to the production facility (printing factory,
printer).
Respondent #1 assesses those as unnecessary activities which would consume time
and enthusiasm of her staff; therefore, she outsources every step of supply chain
activities by working directly with the printer (who takes the responsibilities of
working with suppliers of printing paper, printing machines, ink manufacturers ,et
cetera), utilizes 3rd party logistics companies when transportation is requires and
interacts with various bookstores in order to outsource distribution activities. As a
result, the only supply chain activity her company is responsible for is customers
support. As her company produces unique designs of notebooks, they have to
maintain a high communication level with their target auditory being involved into
both customers inquires and active social media presence.
Respondent #1 is highly supportive over the improvement policies. In her company,
all staff members are encouraged to develop and offer their own ideas for
implementation, and many successful projects were developed in the company
based on staff member’s ideas. Besides, Respondent #1 is highly aware of the
engineering techniques of lean management, 5 whys, root cause search methods, et
cetera, which is a surprisingly high overview for a person with a marketing degree.
This signifies distinctive willingness for self-education which she promotes in her
company as a role model.
Even though her company did not experience dramatic reorganizational activities in
order to increase business efficiency or reduce costs, Respondent #1 claims that they
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are searching for bottlenecks and eliminating them daily. As she said, «we support
the philosophy of continuous improvement».
The office of her company was reach in business performance metrics, they also
utilize dashboards with quarter, half-a-year and yearly goals, and great reward
systems is developed as a tool to encourage the staff more. Therefore, entering the
office daily, the staff is reminded about their vision, mission and goals to reach,
which definitely creates a more goal-oriented and goal-aware environment.
According to Respondent #1, she claims that the yearly budget of her company is
built with the respect to possible market fluctuations, they also have a safety net
which they only utilize in serious crisis situations (COVID-19 pandemic was the
example of such crisis situation). Besides, they have a separate share of yearly
budget dedicated to improvement needs, which is extremely noticeable for a SME.
Respondent #2
Demographic data: 72-year-old male who holds a master’s degree in Information
Technologies, lives in Moscow region, speaks Russian. Confesses he does not attend
professional trainings as often as he is supposed as the person holding a position of a
CEO. Inherited the company after his father. Did not study business administration,
human management, did not attend any courses or professional training in this
fields.
Summary of responds: as his company was started in 1990s by his father and grew
dramatically in the reach period of 2000s when there was not a wide variety of
publishers on the market, it managed to fill in one of the most beneficial niches of
the publishing market — educational literature. His company obtains several longterm contracts for student books production for public school which means immense
issuing numbers. Therefore, the company can be considered a large SME having a
strong market performance achieved 20 years ago.
The company insources purchasing, manufacturing, distribution and transportation,
while having warehousing and customer support outsourced. Situated in the center
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of Moscow and sharing the production facilities with two other publishers, they are
provided with a convenient printer located at the same building. They do not
consider changing it for outsourcing as this would cause them excessive expenditures
and possible losses while any short- or long-term savings seem to cause other issues
related with unreliability and the lack of trust with the possible raw materials
suppliers and service providers.
The company is known for the absence of reorganizational processes in the last 20
years. Seemingly, everything is functioning on a top level and the financial figures are
stable despite various crisis and other dramatic situations happening on the market
exempli gratia the significant decrease in demand for printed products, books,
notebooks, et cetera. The company appears to be this stable without endeavoring
due to the governmental offers for the issuing of student books and workbooks for
public school countrywide.
In Respondent #2’s company, professional trainings and career growth opportunities
are not significantly valued due to the fact that the company has insignificant staff
turnovers, and the majority of staff member operate on the same positions for the
last 20 years. The recent intake of new personnel happened in this company in 2013
when one of the staff members retired at the age of 82.
Since the majority of companies’ staff appear to be seniors or retired people who
preferred to continue performing their professional duties (which is widely spread in
Russia due to the lack of financial sources for living), the enthusiasm and
innovativeness of staff cannot be considered a strong feature of the company.
According to the Respondent #2, the staff members used to offer ideas for
development of business or improvement of operations on their operational level
only (without considering the wholistic situation in the company), which inevitably
led to the impossibility of implementing the offered. As a result, the staff members
discontinued their proposals and focused on their operations.
It is worth mentioning that the company does not track their financial or any other
kinds of performances apart from complying the governmental laws on reporting
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about the financial situation inside the company. Id est, they do not utilize any
tracking or estimating techniques in order to obtain clearer information on their
prospective or performance. Besides, the company does not organize early meetings
to evaluate the company’s performance and establish the new financial goals for the
next year. Unsurprisingly, the company does not use any audit and control technique
to track their performance, and the top management including Respondent #2 is not
aware of widely known managerial techniques.

3.4 Stage 2: data analysis
3.4.1 Conceptual analysis
Based on the in-person interviews and online questionnaires several generalizations
can be concluded. Firslty, there is a noticeable difference between SMEs operating in
the field of publishing in Russia due to different managerial approaches of CEOs, and
the genesis of companies.
Managerial approaches
CEOs of SMEs often fall on opposite ends of the spectrum — from progressive and
innovative European style of management (in-person interview Respondent #1) to
post-Soviet Union style of management (in-person interview Respondent #2). SMEs,
which heads are younger and possible have international backgrounds or are fluent
in any foreign languages, have a tendency of constructing value in education and
lifetime learning which results in frequent staff trainings, high staff involvement rate
and embracement of performance metrics. Such companies tend to clearly
understand their goals and transfer this idea to their employees, which improves
their performance and places them in a higher rank of businesses yearly. CEOs in
such companies are more staff-oriented and can be called leaders as they truly play
role models for companies’ staff.
Besides, such companies tend to utilize electronic systems for tracking their
performance and audit their activities and they are more fluent with modern
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technologies, id est they are highly computerized, embrace e-services and ecommerce.
On the other end of the spectrum, there are post-Soviet Union style SMEs which are
not as conscious regarding their operations and inner processes as the SMEs
embracing progressive management techniques. In the first ones, there are
significant issues with staff motivation and involvement, as well as with inner
discipline and order. Such companies do not draw attention to innovative techniques
of both staff management and management of processes.
They do not encounter any value in continuous improvement — some of them are
not aware of such concepts and do not consider a problem their lack of business
growth and development. They typically employ people of senior age only, and
younger people do not create a good fit as their have a broader view on values.
This type of companies appears to be following short-term profits only without being
or willing to be aware if they have sufficient financial resources to last another
financial year. They do not dedicate financial resources to improvement and do not
consider hiring or outsourcing people to improve or establish business processes in a
more profound way. They believe that keeping the finances entering their companies
instead of reinvesting a share of those into their companies will elongate their
financial life and performance. Qui totum vult totum perdit.
Companies’ genesis
Surprisingly, such differences can be rooted to the genesis, id est establishment of
companies, too. The younger and more progressive CEOs and decision-makers tend
to operate in start-ups or newly built companies which have the competitive
advantage of being innovative and supported by the youth. Typically, SMEs drawn by
the younger managers have target audiences of younger customers as they share the
similar values both in operations and in the products, they launch and sell. Typically,
such truly small and «craft» SMEs cannot afford wasting precious financial resources;
therefore, they advance in effective operations, embracing tracking and auditing
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techniques to increase the efficiency of the processes. Besides, sue to small volumes
of products manufactured such SMEs do not find it profitable to keep supply chain
processes in-house. Therefore, they tend to eliminate as much of whatever is not
their competitive advantage to outsource. As such, many young progressive SMEs
only have customer support as the only element of supply chain in-house.
On the other hand, the so-called senior-drawn SMEs were typically established
decades ago, in the booming era of publishers in the Russian Federation (early
2000s). Later, many of these SMEs obtained governmental support and financial
benefits fitting into governmental projects related with the production of
educational literature necessary for public schools, colleges, and universities. The
sums of such contracts as immense; therefore, SMEs can live and thrive without
endeavoring to operate efficiently or necessity to become concerned of that. As
such, these companies basically hope for their governmental contracts to last,
otherwise they do not have other orders of a comparable size.
Senior-driven SMEs which were formed in the golden era of publishing in Russia have
a tendency of utilizing their own production, warehousing, and transportation
facilities as well as deal with their long-term suppliers. They do not create
profitability analysis or attempt to verify if their manufacturing model is still
profitable or whether it started bringing losses. Instead, the focus on the short-term
goals and bet on obtaining or successfully elongating their agreements on the
production of educational literature for schools and other public institutions. Often,
CEOs of such SMEs are not aware of innovative management methods and may treat
outsourcing or continuous improvement philosophies skeptically.
Summarizing the above-mentioned, SMEs in Russia fall in the opposite ends of the
spectrum based on the managerial approach of their CEOs (leader — head of the
company), and by their competitive advantages (young company supported by young
financially reliable people — senior company living on governmental orders for
public education system). «Progressive» SMEs tend to outsource supply chain
activities due to small production volumes and the necessity to optimize their
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processes in order to eliminate excessive expenditures. «Senior» SMEs, especially the
ones owning governmental agreements do not see any value in outsourcing and do
not consider it an opportunistic method of reorganizing their companies in order to
save the excessive spending; instead, they keep to the beaten track and hope for
elongation of their essential to life agreements.

3.4.2 Relational analysis
As it was described in the methodology of this study, the relational analysis is applied
in order to compare the major concepts defined and track and uncover the possible
relations, causations, corelations, and differences. Based on the conceptual analysis
held in the chapter above, the two test types of the SMEs can be defined based on
the research and the literature review as well as the in-person interviews with the
CEOs of the SMEs that took part in the study and the questionnaire results. These
two types of the SMEs will be compared.
Based on the chapter 3.4.1 of this study, the two types of SMEs can be defined — a
progressively-managed SME and a conventionnally-managed SME. Their differences
and similarities will be compared and contrasted using the relational analysis in the
table below.
Table 1 Relational analysis of SMEs
Feature analysed

Average age of the top-

A progressively-

A conventionnally-

managed SME

managed SME

25-30

60-70+

Bachelor’s or Master’s

Master’s (Specialist

managers and desicionmakers
Education of the topmanagers and desicion-

degree spread in Soviet

makers (degrees)

Union)
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Number of professional

From 1 to 5 professional

One training or less

trainings passed in the last

trainings

(typically, no

2 years

professional trainings
attended in many years)

Number of professional

At least 2 professional

No professional trainings

trainings organised for the

trainings organised. The

organised for the staff.

staff in the last 2 years

staff is encoraged to

The staff is not

pursue the continuous

encoraged to educate

professional

themselves as it would

improvement

change nothing in their
career inside an SME

The recent supply chain

Less than 2 years ago

More than 5 years ago

Willingness for continuous

Present. SME’s actively

Absent. SME’s not

improvement of SME’s

monitoring the market

monitoring the market

supply chain

and answers market

and does not respond

changes

market changes

An SME holds meetings

Regularly (at least once a

Never. The management

regarding the improvement

year)

does not consider it

activities update was

of company’s perfromance
The top-management and

important
Yes, and do their best to

decision-makers are familiar apply their knowledge
with the innovative tools

No, they do not consider
it significant

efficiently

for company’s supply chain
improvement
An SME tracks, audits, and

Yes, regularly. The

No. The top-

analyses their performance.

meeting are organised

management do not
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and the SME’s staff is

attempt to track or

aware of the current

analyse their SME’s

situation and the goals

performance. They

set.

operate based on the
current situation.

The SME’s staff is active and Yes, and offer their ideas

No, they are not any

enthusiastic about the

for improvement. They

pro-active and perform

company’s performance

are highly loyal, and

their duties only. No

share the SME’s values.

loyalty or values
followed.

If an SME has many supply

At least one worker,

No workers who duties

chain activities in-house,

whose duties imply SCM

are connected with SCM

they have

activities only.

activties only. Other
workers carry out these,
and other professional
duties, too.

Summary

Such type of SMEs is

Such type of SMEs is not

willing to improve and

willing to improve and

adapt to the market

adapt to the market

needs. The fall in the

needs. The fall in the

progressive part of the

regressive part of the

business spectrum. Their business spectrum.
future depends on

Their future is not

various factors but they

exactly guaranteed, as

have high chance for

the progressive SMEs

growth.

will eventually take
over.
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Via the relational analysis, it can concluded that there is a clear business spectrum
for the SMEs based on their performance. The promising companies fall into the
progressive part of the spectrum: they are innovative, and willing to improve their
supply chains in order to enhance their performance. In time, they are taking over
the SME-shared market.
On the other hand, the conventionnally-managed companies fall into the regressing
part of the performance spectrum, and their survival is granted by the number of
governmental orders they are offered. However, the staff of such companies
typically consists of seniors or retired people aged 60+ or even 70+. Such companies
do not provide career opportunities or professional growth, therefore, they do not
attract younger perspective professionals. As such, such SMEs’ staff is doomed for
slow dying out. So would do such SMEs. Based on the acquired results of this study,
the SME business spectrum will be developed as a standardized assessment tool for
the SMEs efficiency and survival.

3.5 Stage 3: formation of the hypothesis
In this stage of research, the formation of hypothesis is going to be done. Based on
the analyzed data from both scientific sources in literature review and the data
acquired practically from the in-person interviews and questionnaires, it was
concluded that there are similar destructive features common for SMEs all over the
world. The myopic view of SMEs top management, lack of professional trainings and
short-term profit focus are the examples of such features.
However, there are also common destructive features for the SMEs operating in the
field of publishing in the Russian federation. Based on the analysis of such SMEs
certain conclusions have been drawn. Id est there were two edges of the spectrum
defined — progressive SMEs (value-driven, eager for continuous improvement and
efficient operations, employing young and enthusiastic people sharing companies’
values) and regressive SMEs (driven by short-term profits, employing seniors or
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retired people aged 60-70+, surviving due to the governmental orders for production
of specialized educational literature for public schools). Surprisingly, the majority of
SMEs that took part in this study fall into the opposite ends of the spectrum, which
does not comply with the statistical methods of analysis such as the six sigma
method.

Figure 23 Six sigma graph applied to the hypothesis

According to the Six Sigma tool, if an array of data is analyzed by certain criteria, the
majority of results fall into the middle while the minority undergo significant
deviations, id est Six Sigma tool is associated with the ideas of standard deviation.
Indeed, the majority of SMEs are supposed to follow this statistical rule based on the
Six Sigma, which means that the majority of SMEs are to have an average level of
awareness towards their supply chains, attitude to continuous improvement, et
cetera. As such, combining the Six Sigma tool with the edges (absolute edges of the
Six Sigma variations), the hypothesis of the performance spectrum of SMEs becomes
reasonable to develop.
3.5.1 Hypothesis built
Applying the Six Sigma standard deviation rule to the acquired data, a hypothetical
performance spectrum of SMEs can be constructed. Referring to the data in the
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chapter 3.3.2, the sample company types will be utilized as performance spectrum
edges — the progressively-managed company of the Respondent #1 will be
considered as the best possible performance sample, while the conventionnallymanaged company of the Respondent #2 will be utilized as the worst possible
performance sample.
Clearly, such statement comprising the big words exempli gratia ‘the best’ or ‘the
worst’ are inconsistent in the context of the statistical data analysis or the scientific
approach. However, the SME performance spectrum will be built as a tentative tool
for analyzing the general performance score in comparison with the general
industrial trends.
As such, the SME performance spectrum will be capable of conveniently undergoing
a parallel translation of analyzed data, according to Euclidean geometry. Therefore,
the exact values of data loosen relevance as the trends will remain still. This will
replace the focus from the numerical data to the analysis of data trends. Besides, this
will make the tool of SME performance spectrum to be pragmatic and useful for
SMEs as it does not imply the necessity to involve complex statistical methods, which
cannot be relevantly utilized in SMEs in many cases due to the lack of qualifications
for the reasonable use of it.
Summary of the hypothesis: the SME performance spectrum will be developed
based on the combination of data acquired via the research and analysis of scientific
investigations regarding the topic of SMEs performance, the data acquired directly
from the SMEs operating in the field of publishing in Moscow (the Russian
Federation) and with the usage of the Six Sigma Standard Deviation rule. The SMEs
performance spectrum will theoretically help SMEs estimate their position on the
spectrum from ‘a progressive SME’ to ‘a dying-out SME’, which might make it easier
for SMEs to improve their performance as they will be able to hold their companies’
analysis with a respectively simple and understandable tool.
The primary SME performance spectrum will be elaborated and the SMEs operating
in the field of publishing in Moscow will take part in a questionnaire that will help
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either to proof the prominent usefulness of this tool or explain that the tool appears
to be excessively complicated for SMEs to use. The results of the experiment with the
real SMEs will be explained further in this study. Besides, the hypothesis will also be
tested while working with the case study company.
The case study company will be assessed based on the SMEs performance spectrum.
The data will be analyzed and the belonging of the case study company to any part of
the SMEs performance spectrum will be verified. If the experiment is overcome
successfully, a set of recommendations will be developed to this particular location
of SMEs on the certain area of the SME performance spectrum. The results of this
part of experiment will be described in the case study part.

Figure 24 The hypothesis: Primary SME performance spectrum

During the second cycle of questionnaire, a framework for the hypothesis of theSME
performance spectrum will be developed. Based on the results of the questionnaires,
the companies will be aligned with the spectrum and the validity of results will be
confirmed.
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3.5.2 Second cycle of data acquisition
The Small-to-Medium Enterprise performance spectrum auditing questionnaire was
elaborated. The instructions for the usage of it are explained below. The full list of
questions, id est the audit paper is attached to the study and is in the Appendix 4.
The Small-to-Medium Enterprise performance spectrum auditing instruction
The auditing paper contains ten questions which will help locate s certain SME on the
spectrum. Therefore, the primary data regarding company’s long-term prospects will
be identified.
The audit done with the help of the presented auditing papers assigns a certain
number of points to the SME that is being audited. The more points the SME reaches,
the more negative are the prospectives of this SME.
In order to test the hypothesis of the usefullness of the Small-to-Medium Enterprise
performance spectrum, 11 CEOs were asked to perform auditing of their company.
The auditing took part in the offices of the SMEs; therefore, the CEOs received the
instructions, and their questions were answered in person, too.
Finally, the results were collected and the overall scores were analyzed.

Primary second-cycle questionnaire results
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Figure 25 The primary second-cycle questionnaire results
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Eleven CEOs of SME agreed to participate in the second-cycle of the questionnaire
and audit their companies. The results of three out of eleven companies were
disregarded as they did not have supply chain activities in their companies.
Therefore, they were not able to acquire framework points and respond several
other questions of the questionnaire. Therefore, their results are not analyzed or
mentioned further.
As such, the results of the other eight SMEs will be analyzed. According to the initial
guideline, the less framework points the company acquires during the audit, the
more progressive it can be considered. Overviewing the graph above (figure 26), it
can be remarkable that some companies acquired significantly less framework points
comparing to the others.
According to the SME performance spectrum auditing questionnaire, the companies
1 and 11 perform significantly better in comparison with the others. Besides, despite
the limited sampling, the Six Sigma rule is applicable to the results. As such, the
primary conclusion can be made: the majority of SMEs fall into the middle of the
spectrum. The smaller id est insignificant part of them falls in the edges of the
spectrum. Therefore, the active actions and improvement activties are vital for the
SMEs that fall into the ‘regressive’ part of the spectrum.

Companies' results according to the hypothesis audit
questionning VS Six Sigma

1

2

3

4

SUMS of companies results

5

6

7

8

Six Sigma Graph

Figure 26 Companies' results according to the hypothesis audit questionning VS Six
Sigma
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Based on the acquired data and the correlation between the Six Sigma and the SME
performance spectrum auditing, companies can be placed at their certain positions
on the spectrum, as following. The black intersections indicate the relational
locations of the tested companies on the SME performance spectrum. Analyzed as
such, the company appears to effortlessly estimate its position and its opportunities
and start focusing on improvements.

Figure 27 The location of the SME studied in the second-cycle questionnaire on the
SME performance spectrum

Besides the overall estimation of the location of SMEs on the SME performance
spectrum, a curios sequence of data was noticed during the analysis. The data
regarding the average age of the companies’ staff seems to be relational to the
overall willingness of the companies’ staff to educate themselves and pursue the
continuous improvement path as professional. If verified as a correlation, this data
may influence the general prospects of the company for the beneficial performance
in a long-term run. Clearly, the more the staff is focused on learning and improving
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their daily operations based on their responsibilities, the better the company can
perform in a long-term perspective. Figure 29.

Age and willingness-for-education possible
corelation graph
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Average staff age

Willingness for improvement

Figure 28 Age and willingness-for-education possible corelation graph

The presence or absence of correlation can be proved with the help of Pearson
Correlation Coefficient Calculator that analyses the arrays of data and verifies
corelations. The array of data in the format of framework points each company
earned over questions 1 (age related) and question 2 (self-education and local
improvement related) (Figure 26) is placed in the Pearson Correlation Coefficient
Calculator. (Figure 30).

Figure 29 Data input before calculating Pearson Correlation Coefficient
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After the data is compared and the corelational and causative relations are tested
over the calculation process, the conclusion regarding the nature of connection of
two data arrays can de drawn.

Figure 30 Calculations of Pearson Correlation Coefficient

In this case, there is a strong positive correlation revealed between the average age
of the companies’ staff and their willingness to perform professional growth and
improve the operations they are responsible for on their hierarchy level.

3.5.3 Research outcomes
The various data sources, both scientific, press and practical were discussed in the
previous parts of this research paper. Based on these, the following theoretical
conclusions can be drawn.
SMEs are facing difficult times as the market giants in every industry, including the
publishing industry discussed in this study, monopolize the market, which makes it
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immensely hard for SMEs to survive not to mention thrive. In order to perform
beneficially and profitably, it is highly advisable for SMEs to follow the strategy of
continuous improvement of supply chain processes and constantly search for the
more efficient ways of operating the company. This implies every worker of every
SME to address their daily duties and operations consciously and maintain the
constant though of the possible improvements of their operations. If these
recommendations are not followed in the first place, the majority of such SMEs are
doomed for dying out due to the rapid pace and the competitiveness of the market.
Secondly, SMEs are known for the risk of poor management and decision-making. As
the majority of SMEs are managed by their owners who might not dedicate financial
sources for hiring the professional CEO and prefer to operate the company on their
own, this may possibly lead to the mismanagement of an SME and the influence of
the myopic view of the unprofessional CEO on the company’s future, especially in a
long-term perspective.
Finally, in order to test the theoretical data acquired from different sources, a series
of interviews and questionnaires was held, which confirmed the correctness of the
outlined assumptions. Based on those, the hypothesis considering the SME
performance auditing was put forwarded. In order to test that, the second cycle of
in-person interviews and a questionnaire was elaborated. The second cycle of
experiment confirmed the hypothesis and it was elaborated further into the SME
performance spectrum that can be used by SMEs as a self-auditing tool aiming at
placing them at the certain position on the spectrum. The greener their position is,
the longer future perspectives they have as a company.

4 Observational case study
In this case study, the observations will be made, the hypothesis tool called the SME
performance spectrum auditing that proved to be useful will be utilized in order to
audit the case study company. Based on the auditing results and the analysis of the
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financial data of the case study company as well as on the in-person interviews with
the CEO and the staff of the case study company it will be positioned according to
the SME performance spectrum and the solutions for this particular case will be
offered.
The data will be analyzed, and the solutions will be theoretically tested id est the
estimations will be provided and discussed, and the overall conclusions and
recommendations will be drawn. If the finding will be considered sufficient for
implementation by the CEO of the case study company, the findings will be
implemented in real life and the observations will be made again in order to finalize
the experiment and compare the before-and-after situations.

4.1 Observations of the case study company’s operations and performance
During the practical training in the company, a significant number of observations
regarding the operations and processes in the case study company was made. They
will be described below.
Company’s operations
The case study company parts the supply chain management activities into in-house
ones and outsourced ones. As such, the SME is responsible for the purchasing
planning and estimation of demand, ordering and purchasing activities, as well as
customer support. Besides, they have to perform operations in order to manage the
delivery of raw materials to their rented warehousing facility as then to the printer,
collecting the finished products from the printers and transporting them back to the
warehousing facility.
As it comes out of the previous, the case study company outsources printing services
id est does not have their own typographic facilities since they withdraw the
agreement with their old partner Media Press. Moreover, they utilize 3 rd party
logistics services such as DHL, PonyExpress, SDEK, DPD and other transportation
companies to deliver their products to their final customers.
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Deliveries and distribution
It is worth mentioning that the geographical presence of the case study company’s
customers is very wide — from the western cities of Russia, such as Kaliningrad and
the Crimean Peninsula, to the Ural region, where a significant part of the customers
is located, finishing at the most easters regions of the country, such as
Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky, Vladivostok, Komsomolsk-on-Amur and other eastern
cities. This incurs dramatic transportation costs especially for the eastern cities and
regions deliveries, as it may involve their products to travel more than 9000 km
usually involving airborne transportation as certain regions in Russia are unavailable
to reach by road and railways means of transport.

Figure 31 One of the routes of transportation of the products of the case study
company

Procurement and purchasing
The case study company does not appear to maintain and preserve their purchasing
agreements well, as the records on certain purchasing activities that were claimed to
be performed by the company staff could not be found in their computer network,
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not on papers. Which implies inefficient procurement and purchasing policies with
their suppliers.
The case study company works with the same suppliers since 2005, however was not
negotiating any special conditions as a long-term customer. Besides, the
procurement planning was discovered to be insufficient due to the fact that the staff
including the CEO is not certain regarding the fact whether they enter the next half
of each financial year. This vagueness was claimed to exist since the man-made crisis
of the press and publishers in 2012.
Since that moment the case study company operates vaguely and accepts the
possibility of bankruptcy as a reality they cannot escape. Therefore, their absence of
enthusiasm and interest to self-education and continuous improvement becomes
understandable.
Due to the lack of certainty, the case study company claims to not be capable of
improving any activities or negotiate with the suppliers for the more beneficial
conditions as they cannot guarantee to their suppliers the continuation of the longterm partnership.
Besides, this vagueness implies the impossibility of definitive procurement planning,
as the company’s procurement manager claims. In their opinion, they cannot
estimate the demand and, therefore, the supply with any degree of certainty, which
prevents them from efficient operations as they are forced to make orders at the
very last moment and still with the risk of not getting the raw materials delivered on
time to begin the production stage.
Production id est printing
The case study company utilizes the printing facilities of a printer company in
Moscow. The case study company has been pursuing this path since 2011 when their
main typographic services partner Media Press was rapidly destroyed by the manmade crisis of the press and publishers. At that time, the case study company was
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forced to urgently seek for a new printer which led to an unbeneficial condition
contract.
Surprisingly, since those times, the case company did not change the subcontractor
and still orders printing services from them. A quick analysis of the average market
prices depicts that their subcontractor printing company has inflated prices even in
comparison with two other printers located adjacent to the current one. (Table 2).

Table 2 Labour costs of printers: current and possible compared

It is worth mentioning that their current printing services subcontractor does not
provide any special or enhanced in quality or timeframe services, which makes it a
poor subcontractor to operate with. The data was compared considering the issuing
volumes of the case study company (1500-2000 items), the type of paper used
(White offset 80 gms for inner pages and Matt coated 115gms for the cover), the
number of pages printed (80 pages), the possible ink options. Id est the case study
company uses 1+1 (black ink, double-sided printing) ink option for inner pages, and
4+4 (colour, double-sided printing) ink option for the cover.
Besides, the Option 1 and Option 2 printers were situated in the same district in
Moscow and have the same review power according to the google reviews.
Therefore, the necessity to utilize the printing services from the more expensive
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printer in a difficult financial situation and while having reasonable same quality but
more economical options maintain unclear.
Digital services
It was learned via the communication with the CEO of the case study company that
they also produce the digital edition of all their products. Surprisingly, they clearly
misunderstand the importance of promotion of these services, most possibly due to
their senior age.
At this moment, the case study company hardly reinvests finances obtained from the
digital products into this part of their business. Besides, they do not draw proper
attention to the significance of social media presence while operating with the digital
market.

4.2 Hypothetical solution proposed
The case study company clearly experiences a recession due to the lack of
adaptability. The man-made crisis of the press and publishers inverted the
operational methods and ways the auditory perceives the publishing products. The
majority of consumers changes from paper to digital press and books as it performs
to be more convenient for customers and eco-friendlier.
As such, the proposed solution will be aimed at freeing a certain part of excessively
expended finances at the stage of procurement and purchasing and utilizing them for
elaboration and improvement of their digital products.

4.3 KPIs introduced
Before the hypothetical solution is explained and the results are calculated, there is a
necessity to introduce the Key Performance Indicators as an impartial performance
assessment tool. The KPIs will help tracking whether there is a theoretical
improvement due to the proposed solution.
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The KPI will be selected according to the above-mentioned need for tracking certain
aspects of the financial performance of the case study company. Id est, it will be
necessary to track monthly revenues and expenditures, including variable costs as
there will be purchasing process reorganizations involved. Also, the e-Sales will be
tracked and the number of digital subscribers and fractions of them to the total
number of subscribers will be utilized. Finally, in order to estimate whether the who
the hypothetical solution is estimated to be profitable or not, a KPI on the Gross
Profit Margin will be introduced, too.
The following KPIs will be introduced
Total Revenue per year in Russian rubles
Total Revenue per month in Russian rubles
Will help analyzing the dynamics and the overall performance of the case study
company as well as help estimate the hypothetical solution results.
Revenue per client/member (RPC-d) in Russian rubles — for digital products
Will help define and estimate the dynamics of how many people are encouraged to
purchase the digital products of the case study company.
Revenue per client/member (RPC-p) in Russian rubles — for paper products
Will help assess and analyze the dynamics of how many people are encouraged to
purchase the paper products of the case study company.
Profit Margin (GPM) in %
Will help estimate the profitability of the case study company and will indicate
whether the profitability will grow or decrease whether the hypothetical solution is
applied.
Percentage of Electronic Sales to Total Sales (Revenue)
Will indicate how important the digital products are to the case company as well as
help track the dynamics of how influential it becomes after the attempts to increase
the digital sales of the case study company.
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Variable costs to Total Costs in %
Will help indicate how well the reorganization of purchasing processes affected the
case study company’s budget.

4.4 Hypothetical solution explained
In this chapter the hypothetical solution offered to the case study company will be
explained. The results of the experiment will be demonstrated in the next chapter.
According to the SME performance spectrum auditing the case study company
appears to be falling on the regressive edge of the spectrum that can be
simultaneously concluded from the company description chapter 1.4 and
observational part of this case study in chapter 4.1.
As it can be seen from the table 3, the case study company scores relatively high
framework points reaching highest points over approximately every criteria, which
places it to the regressive edge of the SME performance spectrum. The tool will be
applied after the solution is tested, and the comparison will be described in the

FRAMEWORK POINTS ACQUIRED

outcomes.

The SME performance spectrum position auditing
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Questi Questi Questi Questi Questi Questi Questi Questi Questi
on 1
on 2
on 4
on 5
on 6
on 7
on 8
on 9 on 10

Max scores

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

Case study company

4

5

5

4

4

5

5

5

3

Table 3 The SME performance spectrum position auditing

In the figure 33, the visual placement of the case study company on its position on
the SME performance spectrum is performed. As it was stated earlier, the case study
company locates itself on the regressive edge.
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Figure 32 The case study company on its position on the SME performance spectrum

Procurement and purchasing activities reorganization
As it was mentioned earlier, a closer look on the printer subcontractor of the case
study company reveals cost inefficiency of such business relationship. However, it is
doubtful whether the SME of the size and production volumes as the case study
company required their own procurement planning and purchasing as well as holding
operations with the rented warehouse storage.
Therefore, several possible situations should be tested:
1. Control case — no changes in the supply chain activities of the case study
company is introduced
2. Subcontractor improvement case — a search for 2 most suitable
subcontractors will be compared and the results will identify whether it is a
potentially profitable change or not
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3. Outsource attempt case — the procurement and purchasing processes
alongside with printing and pre-printing and design processes will be
considered outsourced.
A comparative analysis will be help in order to identify which case potentially
reduces the variable costs more efficiently. The analysis will be held and described in
the chapter 4.5 of the case study. Hypothetically, outsourcing appears as a logical
solution for this situation. In chapter 4.5 this hypothesis will be tested numerically,
and the most profitable solution will be selected for the further testing.
In case, the reorganization of the supply chain and outsourcing of the major part of it
accumulates savings, these finances can be dedicated to the advertisement of the
digital products of the case study company. After the analysis of the profitability of
the reorganization of supply chain activities is finished, the analysis on the influence
and perceptiveness of the development of digital processes will be held.

4.5 Hypothetical solution tested
Firstly, the initial KPI data
will be introduced. With the
help of these KPIs, it will be
possible to make the
comparisons once the
manipulations in the supply
chain activity processes are
added to the calculations.
Besides, several important
trends can be retrieved from Table 4 KPIs for the quantitative analysis are introduced
the table above. They will be presented with a graph that highlights the trends
visually. In figure 34, the dynamics of KPI values of Profit Margin, eSales over paperSales and Variable Costs over Total Costs is analysed. As it can be concluded from the
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graph, there is a noticeable causation between these values as they are known to be
co-related.

The noticeable dynamics of Profit Margin, eSales
over paper-Sales and Variable Costs over Total Costs
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Figure 33 The noticeable dynamics of Profit Margin, eSales over paper-Sales and
Variable Costs over Total Costs
According to this data, it can be concluded that a double increase in the electronic, id
est digital product sales, without attempts to achieve it reasons the necessity of
putting efforts to the development of this field of sales operations prooving the
hypothesis regarding the necessity of drawing attention of the case study company
to this sector of their business.
Besides, the Profit Margin is exposed to significant fluctuations. As such, according to
the acquired data, it is well visually-explained how dramatic the fluctuations are.
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The drop in the value of the profit margin depicts the significant loss that the case
study company incurred in 2018. However, it managed to recover competing for
several governmental orders and obtaining significant dotations. This helped the case
study company recover in 2019 and establish their profit margin higher than in the
previous 3 years.

PROFIT MARGIN FLUCTUATIONS
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Figure 34 Profit Margin fluctuations

After this, the analysis of the profitability of the reorganization of supply chain
activities was held. For the analysis, three scenarios were compared to the average
monthly performance of the case study company in 2019. Three alternatives to the
current options were contrasted.
The first and the second alternative options comprised the change of the raw
material supplier and the printer company. The quotes were sent to various raw
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material suppliers and printers and the best two options were compared in the table
5.
As it can be observed, all the discovered options perform better as they significantly
reduce the variable costs of the case study company.

Table 5 The profitability of the reorganization of supply chain activities
A reasonably-priced printer company was contacted and their answer for the request
for quotation was remarkably beneficial for the case study company in particular.
Due to the relatively large print-run of the case study company they agreed to
decrease the printer labour price almost by 20% from approximately 43,000 ₽ to
35,600 ₽. Because of this, the printer company was considered for both alternative
options 1 and 2, as it appeared to be especially matching the case study company’s
needs.
Subsequently, the raw material suppliers were sought for and sent requests for
quotations. Due to the large print-run which implied the large volumes of printing
paper purchased they also agreed to decreased fares. Therefore, both alternatives 1
and 2 presented economical prices for the raw materials for one month of operation
of the case study company, presenting the price of 111,000 ₽ and 96,344 ₽
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respectively. Comparing to the current raw materials supplier of the case study
company that they operate with the basis price of 146,600 ₽ per month, either
alternative option appears to be more beneficial.
Then the outsourcing option was considered. A printer located adjacent to the case
study company office (which is a significant side benefit, as this reduces the
transportation costs from the printer facilities to the office of the case study
company), offered a full package of services on the most beneficial conditions.
This printer company does not interact with individuals and focuses on B2B
customers only. Because of the high print-runs and no necessity of modifications of
facilities to the needs of individual customers with lower or insignificant print-runs
that still incur high set-up time for the modification of the facilities and printing
machines, the printer offers lower prices comparing to the rest of the market.

Figure 35 Variables costs; solutions compared
Besides, the printer as well as the previous printer company provides pre-printing
services as well as the design services with economical prices. However, this printer
also eliminates the need of their customers to directly purchase paper from the
paper suppliers. As it was mentioned earlier, due to the large production volumes,
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the printer company possible owns more economical contracts on raw material
supplies which also positively results on their final prices to their own customers.
Therefore, this printer eliminates the major part of the supply chain activities,
secures and guarantees the printing and also provides guarantees on certain
mechanical and other damages which is initially included to the price. As such, this
printer company becomes a perfect match as an outsourcing partner for the case
study company. (Figure 36).

The comparative results of outsourcing of the
procurement and purchasing activities
Timeline

April (estimations)
March
February
January

-200,000 ₽

200,000 ₽

600,000 ₽

1,000,000 ₽

1,400,000 ₽

Revenue (Total Sales)

January
730,083 ₽

February
677,333 ₽

March
659,750 ₽

April (estimations)
659,750 ₽

Total Costs

717,167 ₽

708,083 ₽

638,500 ₽

553,117 ₽

Profit

12,917 ₽

-30,750 ₽

21,250 ₽

106,633 ₽

Case study company's current and estimated budget figures
Revenue (Total Sales)

Total Costs

Profit

Figure 36 The comparative results of outsourcing of the procurement and purchasing
activities
In the figure 37, the comparative results of the implementation of outsourcing
procurement and supply chain activities are presented. January, February, and March
data were received directly from the CEO of the case study company. The
outsourcing scenario is applied for the April financial data estimations. It is extremely
distinctive that the outsourcing scenario decreases the variable costs by almost
100,000 ₽, which influences total costs dramatically. As such, the profit is increased
by approximately 100,000 ₽ subsequently. Therefore, outsourcing is considered an
economically efficient solution for the case study company.
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Besides, outsourcing appears to be an effective solution for the staff of the case
study company too, as the supply chain management duties are transferred to the
outsourcing company, and the staff member who were obliged to do this job apart
from their professional duties could have an opportunity of educating themselves or
operating in a measured rhythm, which undoubtedly increases their motivation and
effectiveness of their actions.

Variable costs structure using outsourcing
Printing outsourced (includes
raw materials, labour, pre-print
and design services, and raw
material delivery costs)
Customer delivery (3rd party
logistics companies)

10%

50%
40%

Salaries of authors (taxes
included)

Figure 37 Variable costs structure using outsourcing (after)

Variable costs breakdown
Raw materials costs
7%

4%
Customer delivery (3rd party logistics
companies)

9%
41%
12%

Typography labour cost
Print preparation and design services
Salaries of authors (taxes included)

27%

Raw materials delivery costs

Figure 38 Variable costs breakdown (before)
Finally, the variable cost structures before and after the outsourcing solution
implementation will be compared. As it can be noticed from the figures 38 and 39,
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the categories of variable costs have changed significantly. The number of operations
decreased meaning time and effort savings for the case study company. Moreover,
the after-option (outsourcing scenario) proves to be more economically efficient,
which makes it an essential solution to implement.
Subsequently, table 6 represents the KPIs introduced and explained in chapters 4.3
and 4.5 are analyzed based on the estimated calculations with the theoretical
implementation of the outsourcing solution.

Table 6 KPIs before and after the hypothetical solution was applied theoretically
As it can be concluded based on the table 6, the implementation of the outsourcing
solution quadruples the profit margin and decreases the percentage of variable costs
in the case study company’s costs structure by just above 10%.

4.6 Implementation experiment outcomes
After the results of the case study and the estimation calculation were presented to
the CEO of the case study company, a fire in his eye sparkled. Therefore, he agreed
to test the hypothetical solution in real life, reorganizing the case study company’s
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supply chain processes. As such, the given recommendations regarding selecting the
subcontractor were considered, and the subsequent implementation of the
hypothetical solution was finished.
The real-life results were tracked, and the estimations were made until the end of
the financial year, id est March 2021. The project was considered finished in July,
when the implementation of the solution stabilized the case study company’s
processes and the staff was instructed regarding the new company policies. The
financial reports of the case study company based on the implemented solution of
the supply chain reorganization are presented below in the table 7.

Table 7 Financial data of the case study company before and after the
implementation of the solution
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This will be explained with the better visually perceivable graphs below. Firstly, the
positive results in the dynamics of revenue, total costs and profit relations were
achieved after the implementation and the test of the solution. As it can be obtained
from the figure 40, revenue of the case study company was and is a fluctuation value
that is natural considering the field of company’s operations.
However, a significant decrease reaching its lower point in April (the first month after
the solution was implemented) in total costs is noticeable. The gradual growth of
total costs, however, is company-made as they made a decision of reinvesting their
additional profits into the extra-advertisement of their digital products that started a
significant growth as it can be seen in the figure 41.

Revenue, Total Costs and Profit Dynamics
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Figure 39 The dynamics of revenue, total costs and profit relations

Despite the seeming growth of total costs, it can be detected from the 40 that the
profits of the case study company began to increase dramatically since February and
boomed in May and July, after the additional advertising campaigns in order to
increase the sales of their digital product were launched and developed.
Observing the dynamics of the digital and paper product sales, it is noticeable that
paper product sales are highly exposed to fluctuation of demand as distributed not
to individual buyers directly but via printing agencies. This leads to the difficulties in
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analyzing the product flows as print agencies are not willing to provide any
information or statistics regarding their customers.

Digital versus paper product sales
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Timeline

Figure 40 Digital versus paper product sales

However, the case study company data on the aspect of sales dynamics was analyzed
and the conclusions were drawn. Figure 41 depicts the fluctuations in digital and
paper-based product sales over the period from January to July 2020. During the
described period, the paper-based sales experienced a significant but common for
the industry of operations decrease. As the case study company produces
educational literature, the demand for paper-based products fluctuates and reaches
its highest points in September and January and gradually decreases and plateaus
over the summer months.
However, it was for the additional advertisement campaigns that the digital products
sales started to increase gradually. This time period typically demonstrates the
gradual decrease for the aspect. However, the strong marketing campaign assisted in
the better awareness of customers on the subject of digital products of the case
study company. Therefore, the sales of digital products started to grow in March and
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continued the trend until July, which was the final month of observations implied
within this study.
Besides, it is worth mentioning the dramatic change in variable and fixed costs
distribution. As it can be observed from figure 42, in the beginning of the study the
company spent more on variable costs rather than fixed costs. However, after the
dramatically decisive decision was made and the proposed solution was
implemented, the balance has changed. Since the first month of the implementation
of the solution, the variable costs of the case study company plummeted and since
April they have plateaued while have experienced slight fluctuations.

Variable and fixed costs relation
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Figure 41 Variable and fixed costs distribution

Finally, the initial KPIs will be compared with the outcome KPIs using the table 8. The
table indicates the dynamics of the KPIs over the studied period, id est before, during
and after the solution was implemented.
As such, it can be noticeable that the case study company results were unstable and
rarely predictable. Besides, the case study company sis not establish goals of wellmanaged tracking of the company’s monthly and even yearly performance.
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Therefore, they were unable to predict the fluctuations, decreases or financial drains
as well as prepare for crisis or changes in their market.
After the solution was implemented, the case study company managed to increase
their sales with the help of an advertisement campaign over the digital products,
which they did not pay proper attention to earlier. Besides this, in March the case
study company implemented the proposed solution regarding the reorganization of
the supply chain and outsourcing of the procurement and purchasing activities. As It
can be observed, the reorganization appeared to be successful and performed as a
beneficial action for the case study company.

Table 8 The initial KPIs compared with the outcome KPIs

Finally, the SME performance spectrum position auditing was utilized in the end of
the case study in order to highlight the improvement or the regression of the case
study company after it has experiences the implementation of an experimental
solution. As it can be observed from the figure 43, the initial company results achieve
high framework points. Bearing in mind that the SME performance spectrum position
auditing utilizes the reversed framework points system, id est the more points a
company acquired during the test, the less progressive its future considered and vise
versa.
However, after the experimental solution was implemented in reality, the case study
company was tested via the SME performance spectrum position auditing tool again,
and its results acquired dramatically less points comparing with the initial take. Thus,
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it means significant and successfully completed attempts for improvement of the
inner operations including the supply chain activities, which led to a dramatic
positive tendency over the test period of time (from January to July).

The SME performance spectrum position
auditing (before and after compared)
6

6

5

5

4

4

3

3

2

2

1

1

0

0

Question Question Question Question Question Question Question Question Question
1
2
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Case study company before

Case study company after

Max scores

Expon. (Case study company after)

Figure 42 The SME performance spectrum position auditing (before and after
compared)

5 Conclusion
I have conducted an action-oriented research for which I utilized both qualitative and
quantitative, id est engineering research tools. During the six-month research period,
I have held approximately 30 in-person interviews with CEOs and top-management
of various SMEs in the publishing field in Moscow, the Russian Federation. Besides, I
have conducted a research utilizing the secondary data sources id est articles,
reviews, meta-analysis, studies and investigations on the topic of SME’s supply chain
improvements. As such, I have analyzed the primary data (exploratory questionnaires
and in-person interviews) and secondary information sources and analyzed them
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using both qualitative and quantitative tools with the use of such instruments as
relational and conceptual analysis for the qualitative approach and comparative
analysis for the quantitative approach. Finally, I tested the hypothesis solution with
the second-cycle questionnaire and obtain the second-cycle results that proved the
initial assumption.
While conducting the research for the literature review part of this study, I have
experienced a disquieting development of the SME in the publishing industry. The
relatively successful functioning id est surviving of these companies astonished me as
I was unable to acknowledge of the existence and certain survival rate of such poorly
managed companies. As I appraised the situation during the fulfillment of the
communicative tasks for this study, I was bewildered by the unconsciousness of both
CEOs and companies’ staff regarding the realities of their companies’ business
performance.
The elaboration of primitive but clear for understanding tool of the SME
performance spectrum positioning led them to realizing how rooted their business
struggles are. As such they appeared extremely clutched and they managed to
progress in some companies’ business processes improvement over the period of my
work for this study with the case study company.
After the theoretical id est research part was completed and the hypothesis
calculations were presented, the life-long negotiations state began. They case study
company was unsure of trusting a student on reorganizing the company. However,
their opinion changed when I presented my estimation calculation on case study
company’s savings and suggested new possible suppliers and several options for the
outsourcing of the purchasing and printing stages.
The company decided to take the risks and implement the suggested solution. As
such, I performed as the major consultant during the negotiation stages with the
possible candidates for the outsourcing and due to the well-managed
communication we acquired a truly beneficial contract which eliminated the stages
of purchasing the raw materials, transporting them to and from the warehouse to
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the printers, the printers services and the phase of transportation of the finished
products to the warehouse again.
The reduction of unnecessary stages of the supply chain and outsourcing the
essential ones led to the decrease in variable costs by almost 20% which appeared
dramatically crucial for the case study company. The reorganization process was
demanding but relatively quick, and despite the fact of establishing a new way of
functioning the case study company started making savings the next month after the
reorganization.
Besides, due to this change some company workers acquired more time for
performing their professional duties such as editing or designing and stopped being
involved into procurement such as ordering, purchasing and negotiation processes.
Even though the case study company reduced their costs, they were offered to
reinvest the part of the savings into promoting their digital services that appeared to
be promising based on a comparative analysis of data regarding the purchases of
their digital products.
Finally, if the company continues following the newly introduced routines on regular
auditing, staff self-improvement and continuous career development, and focuses on
analyzing the market and orienting on the long-term performance, they might reach
a significant increase in sales especially in the digital sector which was almost
untouched before I entered the company.
Limitations and suggestions for the further research
The research and the case study were limited to the industry and location. Indeed,
such limiting is justified by the particularities of specific circumstances that are
combined in the market sector of educational publishing in Russia. As such, I consider
the main limitation of the research the potential impossibility of extrapolation of the
acquired results to other market sectors or counties within the publishing industry.
Another significant limitation which followed every step of the study appeared to be
the diverse variety of problematic aspects that should be solved in an average
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success level company. The myriad of distracting aspects prevented me from
efficient operations and dragging to the hectically chaotic routine of this business
industry. As such, it was necessary to narrow the research area alongside with the
improvement area within the case study company, which was implemented
successfully — saying this with a shockingly surprising overtone).
However, the acquired data might become a substantially challenging problem for
extrapolation, it can play a vital role in the development of the very particular market
sector in a particular location. As such, my major recommendation on the
development of this study would include replication of this study utilizing the same
exploratory and research methods and tools with a larger sampling of SMEs
participating in the data acquisition stage of the research. This study involved 50
SMEs in total, which represents a dramatic shortage in terms of sampling.
If the results of this study are well-replicated with the larger sampling, however, the
architecture of the study alongside with the methodology is preserved, the results of
this study might be considered verified and fully trust-worthy.

6 Discussion
It required enormous time and efforts to educate myself on the methodology of the
scientific studies. Even though this study appears as a practical investigation, it still
relies on the classical rules of methodological findings; therefore, I enrolled for an
auditing of ‘The methodology and study design’ course which improved my
understanding of real investigatory work.
Besides, multiple efforts were needed when organizing the smooth negotiation
process within the company especially when organizing company interviews or
establishing the newly introduced activities. The fact that I have already worked for
the company and performed my practical training here helped a lot as I was already
familiar with company processes and noticed certain issues that could have been
improved.
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Though I could not expect that my hypothesis solution might be implemented into
real life. It was an enormous risk to reorganize company’s operations in the moment
of COVID-19 pandemic. However, we managed to benefit from it as the majority of
the market was hesitant and stable, the reorganizational campaign in the Time of
Coronavirus appeared highly beneficial for us. It also worth mentioning my luck in
holding all the in-person interviews right before the pandemic and the lock-down
started.
Finally, I was happy to participate in such enthusiastic and slightly wacky project as I
still cannot believe the big bosses could have listened to my opinion. I was also happy
to obtain a job proposal based on this project. I believe I acquired a priceless
experience which I could not have gotten anywhere else.
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